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Muskie to return to Bates
by John Lamontagne

News Editor
Former U.S. Senator Edmund
Muskie ’36 will return to his alma
mater next Wednesday and Thurs¬
day as he will lecture on American
national security and U.S. and
Soviet relations.
Muskie, who served as the Sec¬
retary of State from 1980 to 1981
during the administration of Pres¬
ident Jimmy Carter, will attend a

political science class, meet with
faculty and students, and give
a lecture to the student body.
According to Assistant Dean of
the College James Reese, Muskie’s visit has “been in the works
for a while now.” Apparently,
Muskie did not confirm that he
would be able to come until Tues¬
day.
Mr. Muskie’s visit is part of the
Cheney Lectureship, a lecture se¬
ries which originated in the early

Students for
Schroeder in ’88
by John Lamontagne

News Editor
A small new political organi¬
zation has developed on campus:
Students for Pat Schroeder, the
Congresswoman from Colorado.
After an organizational meeting
last Monday evening, the group
plans on making the Bates and
Lewiston-Auburn communities as
aware as possible about the pro¬
spective presidential candidate.
Tracy Goodridge, the organizer
of the group and chair-person of
the Bates Democrats, said that the
group will become active shortly.
Ms. Schroeder is expected to an¬
nounce her candidacy on Septem¬
ber 29, and then the group will
start moving. “Once we get the
buttons, bumper-stickers, etc.,
we’ll pass those out,” Goodridge
said. “We’ll eventually go into the
Lewiston-Auburn area and try to
increase her base of support there
as well as at Bates.”
It is hoped that Schroeder will
come to Bates to speak sometime
during the upcoming presidential
campaign. Goodridge is hopeful,
and said, “A friend of mine is on
her national campaign, and she
said she probably would be up

here.”
Schroeder , according to Good¬
ridge, has a lot of support in the
state of Maine. As of last Sunday,
she was close to reaching the
amount necessary to receive
matching funds from the govern¬
ment, and this was prior to a ma¬
jor nationwide fund-raising ef¬
fort. “She’s probably surpassed
that by now,” she said.
Congresswoman Schroeder is a
fiscally conservative, but liberal in
every other aspect, Democrat
from Colorado who has been test¬
ing the presidential waters all
summer. A recent poll in Time
magazine placed her among the
top four Democratic candidates,
despite the fact that she has yet to
announce her candidacy.
Goodridge is hoping that the
Bates Democrats will be able to
attract some of the presidential
candidates during the campaign.
The Maine caucus is at the end of
February, and candidates are ex¬
pected to campaign in the state at
that time. It is hoped that Mas¬
sachusetts governor Michael Du¬
kakis will make an appearance at
Bates, due to his connections here
(his mother attended Bates years
ago).

1980’s. It’s purpose, according to
the Assistant to the Dean of Fac¬
ulty Rebecca Swanson Conrad “is
to bring distinguished speakers to
campus. They’ll speak on a cer¬
tain topic regarding govern¬
ment.” The last time the lecture¬
ship took place was in 1981, and
Muskie was the speaker.
The Bates alum will arrive
Wednesday, September 30, around
lunchtime, and will end his visit
the next day, Thursday evening.
On the agenda for his visit in¬
clude a luncheon with leaders of
student organizations, meetings
with faculty and staff, a guest ap¬
pearance in Professor Hodgkin’s
American Legislative Process
class, and interviews with WRBC
and the Student.
Muskie will lecture Wednesday
night in the Olin Arts Center Con¬
cert Hall at 7:30. The lecture will
be entitled “The Chains of Lib¬
erty: Congress, President and
American Security.” An informal
discussion with the Senator will be
held Thursday in the Muskie Ar¬
chives at 4 pm. The discussion will
cover U.S. - Soviet relations and
arms control. Both of these events
are open to the public.
Senator Muskie will also hold a
press conference sometime during
his visit.

by Tim Donovan

When we hear reports from or¬
ganizations that tell us something
else is now unsafe for consump¬
tion or that another agent is now
suspected to be carcinogenic (can¬
cer causing) we begin to wonder
what security there is left in our
environment.
Last week a representative from
the American Council on Science
and Health came to speak about
the carcinogens in our environ¬
ment and just how dangerous they
are.
Associate Director of the
A.C.S.H.
Dr.
Edward
G.Remmers spoke first about the
objectives of his organization,
stating that “It is a non-profit or¬
ganization dedicated to evaluating
and monitoring the quality of sci¬
ence used by regulatory agencies
in determining the harmful nature
of chemicals in our environ¬
ment.”
He said his agency “strives

for educational programs that find
the preventive causes of prema¬
ture death and also
they act as
a go-between for scientists and the
media.”
Dr. Remmers cited a number of
statistics concerning the leading
causes of death, some of which
were heart disease, cancer, strokes
and accidents. He then went on to
discuss how many of these causes
could be “significantly decreased
if people were more careful about
their health.” Research has shown
that addiction to substances, such
as tobacco, drugs and alcohol, and
neglect of preventive care are the
leading causes of premature death.
However he did note that Ameri¬
can people do not have an unus¬
ually high rate of cancer in com¬
parison to other countries.
In regards to carcinogens in our
outdoor environment, such as
dioxin, PCB, EDB and others, Dr.
Remmers stated that “Studies
have shown that these have caused
concern over human health due to
the many side effects (ie nausea,

Students shoot hoop on new Alumni Gym courts. Colin B. Browning phO'

RA discuss new Short Term
by Ron Schneider

Senior Reporter
The Representative Assembly
opened up the 87-88 year with a
visit from Dean of the Faculty
Carl Straub, who discussed a pro¬
posal to change short term that
will be voted on at the October 5th
faculty meeting. With an interest
to hear the general students opin¬
ion, the RA will host a forum for
questions and discussion- concern-

Remmers speaks on carcinogens
Student Correspondent

wMfimmtMM,

headaches, and skin infections) of
these chemicals, the actual num¬
ber of deaths caused by cancer as¬
sociated with these have been very
negligible. Yet research on ani¬
mals has shown conclusive evi¬
dence that in large doses it has
some carcinogenic effects. How¬
ever it is difficult to determine the
continued on page 15

Former Senator Edmund Muskie, '36,
will be here Wednesday and Thursday
of next week. File photo.

ing the proposal at their regular
Monday night meeting. The meet¬
ing will be held in Chase Lounge
to accommodate the excess of
people.
The new proposal will create
“the option for small groups of
faculty to come together to create
a short term unit” said Straub,that
would work as a symposium with
an interdisciplinary approach.
Many aspects of short term will
remain the same. Most short term
units will still exist as well as offcampus opportunities, such as the
-Geology short term to the south¬
west, and internships.
Besides the symposium idea that
will basically be 3-4 groups of 35 faculty members offering some¬
thing not unlike a general studies
course, the proposal considers the
inclusion of grades from short
term into the GPA, a sticky part
of the proposal from many points
of view. Also, students would have
to show up on the first day of class
instead of showing a week into
short term as they have been
known to do before. The last part
of the proposal would not allow
people who have already taken
two units to receive preferential
consideration for a third course
that is limit in its enrollment.
This proposal is in response to
the “concern within the faculty

that too many students do not take
short term seriously” said Straub.
He added that some faculty mem¬
bers would like to get rid of short
term altogether because they feel
that the regular semesters are too
short. Some also feel that five
weeks is too short a time in which
to accomplish anything worthy
while. Straub does not feel that
way, telling students that they
“have to take advantage of short
term opportunities” adding that
he “personally feels that short
term is important”.
Straub urged the RA Reps to
inform other students and to in¬
vite them to the forum and to ask
questions to become informed. He
also urged students to tell the fac¬
ulty “to shape up and vote for
this”. He said that although there
is not always agreement between
students and faculty, there is
openness and a desire on theT>art
of the faculty to know how the
students feel. Students should use
their collective brainpower to in¬
fluence and encourage the faculty
said Straub.
In other news, the RA discussed
issues to deal with in the new year.
The idea of a new club to deal with
community services such as Meals
on Wheels was introduced with the
intention of replacing the branch
continued on page 15

This Week:
-Theater department changes
-Patriots draft Rico Corsetti ‘86
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Biden quits Democratic nomination race
Says he “made some mistakes ”
WASHINGTON (AP)— Senator
Joseph Biden ended his quest for
the 1988 presidential nomination
“with incredible reluctance” on
Wednesday, saying the “exagger¬
ated shadow” of mistakes made it
impossible to continue his candi¬
dacy.
Biden withdrew after a week in
which his campaign was rocked by
his admissions of plagiarism and
false claims about his academic
record. The Delaware Democrat is
the second candidate to be forced
from the race by questions of
character and-integrity.
“I made some mistakes,” Bi¬
den told a room crowded
with
reporters.
“Now the
exaggerated shadow of those mis¬
takes has begun to obscure the es¬
sence of my candidacy and the es¬
sence of Joe Biden.”
Biden said he had to choose be¬
tween continuing his presidential
campaign and chairing the Senate
Judiciary Committee hearings on
the Supreme Court nomination of
Robert Bork.

“And although it’s awfully
clear to me what choice I have to
make, I have to tell you honestly
I do it with incredible reluctance,
and it makes me angry. I’m angry
with myself for having been put in
the position— put myself in the
position— of having to make this
choice,” he said.
“And I am no less frustrated at
the environment of presidential
politics that makes it so difficult
to let the American people mea¬
sure the whole Joe Biden and not
just misstatements that I have
made.”
Biden refused to take reporters’
questions, and returned to the Ju¬
diciary hearings, where he was
lauded by his fellow senators. “I
would like to say the Democrats
have now lost their most articulate
spokesman,” said Sen. Strom
Thurmond of South Carolina.
Biden’s rivals for the Demo¬
cratic nomination were quick to
react to his withdrawal.
“I’m very saddened by it,”
Massachusetts Gov. Michael Du¬

kakis said in Iowa. “It takes a lot
of courage to do what he has
done— to put the Judiciary Com¬
mittee’s responsibilities ahead of
his future.”
“It’s one more down note,”
Rep. Patricia Schroeder, D-Colo.
“And I think we all get tarnished
by that type of news.”
Biden’s staff said the former
candidate would travel to Iowa
and New Hampshire today to
thank his supporters.
Reading from his statement, Bi¬
den said, “You know this is pres¬

admitted committing plagiarism in
law school, acknowledged making
exaggerated claims of his aca¬
demic record, and was criticized
for lifting sections of other poli¬
ticians’ speeches without attribu¬
tion.
Sources who spoke only on
condition of anonymity said Bi¬
den made the decision after close
aides and family members advised
him to give up his damaged can¬
didacy at a late-night meeting at
his home.

U.S. attacks Iranian ship
UNITED NATIONS (AP)— Ira¬
nian President Ali Khamenei
fumed at the U.S. “arch-Satan”
before the United Nations Tues¬
day, swearing Iran would avenge
a U.S. attack on an Iranian ship—
an “abominable act”.
The U.S. delegation stalked out
in protest after the black-robed
and turbaned Khamenei indicted
the “bullying” United States, and
announced that “this is the begin-

SATs don’t fluctuate from last year
NEW YORK (AP)- SAT aver¬ good news-bad news.
ages possess a seemingly un¬
Good, because the scores could
matched ' ability to confuse the easily have been worse, given the
public, bedevil educators, and set sharp increase in those taking the
off gales of criticism even when test— 80,000 more than in 1986.
the test results hardly change, as
Good, because blacks and other
in the past two years.
minorities continued to improve
The 1987 Scholastic Aptitude their scores at a relatively rapid
Test results released Tuesday
dip. Average verbal scores for
from the College Board barely blacks have risen 21 points, to 351,
fluctuated from the previous year.
since 1977, and 20 points, to 377,
Math scores, graded on a scale of in math.
200-800;^averaged 47A, up a point > ■ But flot good at-all, considering
from 1986. VerbaJ averages were • ■that minorities and women still
down a point, to 430.
have far to go in closing the gap
with white males, who average 447
To fully appreciate why educa¬ on the verbal section this year, and
tors from the U.S. secretary of ed¬ 489 on the math.
ucation on down would greet this
apparent non-event with torrents
of anxious opinion, it might help
to imagine how Wall Street would
Doesn’t deny paid $1
greet the release of the Dow Jones
industrial average if it came out CHARLOTTE, N.C.— Jessica
Hahn, in a Playboy interview, says
only one time a year.
she was told “you’re going to do
To Education Secretary Wil¬ something tremendous for God”
liam J. Bennett, the scores showed
before Jim Bakker and another
that school reform “has not gone
evangelist forced themselves on
deep enough.”
her sexually and “ruined [her]
To the College Board, which ' life.”
sponsors the exams taken by over
“I am not a bimbo... I am a hu¬
a million high schoolers last year,
man being. I was done in. I was
the 1987 results were a welter of hurt,” she declared in the Novem¬
ber issue, which includes topless
photos of the 28-year-old former
church secretary whose encounter
with Bakker led to the PTL evan¬
gelist’s downfall.

idential politics where you press
folks ask me, ’Biden, what’s going
to happen when the white-hot heat
turns on?’
“You warned me what it was
going to be like. I thought 1 knew.
It’s a tough arena. And I’m a big
boy. Sometimes you win, some¬
times you lose.”
Biden did not rule out a future
run for the White House. “There
will be other presidential cam¬
paigns and I’ll be there,” he said.
Biden’s prospects had plum¬
meted during the week, when he

Test critics, many of whom
would gleefully attend the SAT’S
funeral, blame the race and sex
differences primarily on test bias.
College Board President Donald
M. Stewart terms this criticism
"simple-minded,” and unleashed
a barrage of statistics Tuesday to
show that the quality of curricu¬
lum, among other things, are to
blame.
But statistics showing SAT
scores much higher among males
than females, and higher among
whites than other ethnic groups,
and rising consistently with family
income, wili keep the test bias ar¬
gument raging for another year.

1

ning for a series of events, the bit¬
ter consequences of which shall
not be restricted to the Persian
Gulf.”
“I declare here, very unambig¬
uously, that the United States shall
receive a proper response for this
abominable act,” the graybearded cleric said in an hourand-20 minute speech.
The address was in response to
the U.S. attack on an Iranian ship
in the Persian Gulf Monday. The
strike killed three sailors, with two
more listed as missing. The assault
came shortly after a British tanker
reported it was attacked about 100
miles north of Bahrain.
Iran acknowledged the ship was
part of its navy, but denied
the vessel was sowing mines, as the
Pentagon claims. A Pentagon
statement said a Navy boarding
party found 10 mines still aboard
the ship.
This statement had come only
hours after Parliament Speaker
Hashemi Rafsanjani insisted the
U.S. attacked an unarmed cargo
vessel, and “categorically denied”
the Iran Ajr was laying mines.
At the United Nations building,
Deputy U.S. Ambassador Herbert

Okun explained his wak-UUi; “I
do not intend to sit by passively
when our country is insulted, our
president pilloried, and the truth
trampled.”
He called Khamenei’s charges
against the U.S. “false accusa¬
tions [which] distort the facts and
misrepresent our policy totally.”
Khamenei said in his speech:
“Yesterday [Monday] U.S. battle¬
ships attacked Iran Ajr, an Ira¬
nian merchant ship. They mur¬
dered four and wounded three
people. The ship has been seized
and the crew detained.
“American television stations
announced yesterday .that U.S.
battleships fired at this ship while
it was laying mines in the water.
And, thereby, they, as usual, they
taught a pack of lies to the Amer¬
ican people.” He said the ship was
“a merchant vessel, not a military
speedboat.”
“With the United States’ pres¬
ence in the region and the pres¬
ence of other countries who have
followed as a result of the archSatan’s insistence and pressures,
the Persian Gulf has turned into a
dangerous powderkeg,” the Ira¬
nian leader said.

Hahn’s life ‘ ‘ruined ’ ’ by Bakker

KKK views
needed?

NEW YORK (UPI)— A member
of a federal education review
panel criticized a widely used high
school curriculum on the Holo¬
caust as unbalanced for not pre¬
senting Nazi or Ku Klux Klan
points of view, a newspaper re¬
ported Tuesday.
In a review of the study plan
used by 30,000 teachers instruct¬
ing 450,000 high school students
nationally, an unidentified panel
member wrote, “The program
gives no evidence of balance or
objectivity,” according to a story
in the Daily News.
The story said Education De¬
partment documents showed the
reviewer also wrote, “The Nazi
point of view, however unpop¬
ular, is still a point of view, and it
is not represented, nor is that of
the Ku Klux Klan.”

Hahn in the interview said Bak¬
ker and evangelist John W.
Fletcher forced her into having sex
with them separately in a Florida
hotel room in 1980. They then
slyly boasted about it on television
later in the day, she says.
“Jim, God really ministered to
us today, didn’t He?” she quoted
Fletcher as telling Bakker during
a televised fund-raiser. “Yeah, he
really did,” Bakker was said to
have replied.
Hahn said that Bakker and
Fletcher encountered her in her
room, and that Bakker was un¬
happy sexually with his wife,
Tammy.
“And- John Fletcher said, ’Jes¬
sica, you’re going to do some¬
thing
tremendous for God,”’
according to Hahn. She also told
Playboy she was a virgin and had

million for interview
gone on two dates before meeting
Bakker.
Hahn said after Bakker forced
her into having sex, Fletcher re¬
turned and told her, “You just
saved PTL.” Then he tore her
clothes off and had sex with her,

she said. “Jim Bakker is not going
to have you,” she quoted him as
saying. “You are mine.”
“Two men had me in one day.
I hated every second of it and it
has ruined my life,” she said.
Hahn’s lawyer, Dominic Bar-

bara, declined to say how much
Playboy paid her for the inter¬
view, but when asked whether it
was as much as $1 million, he re¬
plied, “I’m not going to deny $1
million.” (Courtesy of Paul Howell, AP reporter)

Dateline: Maine

State leaders condemn KKK
AUGUSTA— Top state Demo¬
crats this week joined Republican
Governor John R. McKernan Jr.
in denouncing Saturday’s Klu
Klux Klan rally in Rumford.
In a released statement, the
Democratic leadership of the Sen¬
ate and House urged Mainers to
“demonstrate their opposition to
racism and bigotry, and renounce
the activities planned by” the
KKK.
“I abhor the Klan and all it
stands for,” Senate President
Charles P. Pray said in the state¬
ment. “Hatred, prejudice, and
violence are not traditions which
we admire in Maine.”
Pray said that while he finds the
KKK “despicable, members of the
Klan, like all Americans, have the
right to free speech and assembly,
despite their repulsive doctrine.”
Pray said in an interview that he
can see the point of people who
argue that the Klan thrives on

publicity and should be ignored.
But, he said, remaining silent
could signal to some people that
the Klan’s activities aren’t dis¬
liked.
House Speaker John L. Martin
said: “The scheduling of this rally
is not simply a black-and-white,
right-or-wrong issue. It is an in¬
sult to the people of our state and
our nation as a whole.”

“I hope it rains,” she con
eluded. (Courtesy of The Lewis
ton Journal)

Boy sets fire
for kicks
‘

’’

LEWISTON— Police arrested a
Lewiston teenager last week on
charges of arson, saying the sus
pect allegedly set last Friday’s fire
“I feel that it is not a time to at 132 Pierce Street. The blaze,
remain silent, but a time for the said officials, was et “for kicks”.
people of our state to let the rest
Local police and state fire of¬
of our nation know that racism ficials arrested Richard Fongemie
. . . has no place in Maine, in the Jr., 18, of 69 River St., in con¬
United States, and among civi¬ nection with the fire. Authorities
lized people.”
said Fongemie was a former ten¬
Senate Majority Leader Nancy ant at the apartment building,
Randall Clark said she is confi¬ which had been managed by the
dent “that the intelligence and financially-ailing Medici Property
good judgment of Maine people Management.
Police say more arrests may be
will assure that the rally is a dis¬
mal failure, and the real strength in the offing. (Courtesy of The
of our society is shown.”_ Lewiston Daily Sun)
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The minority problem at Bates :Is there a remedy?
by Ron Schneider

Senior Reporter

Dean of Admissions William
Hiss answers the question “Do we
target resources on minority stu¬
dents? Yes we do, most defi¬
nitely.” He adds that “it is a pretty
thorough and painstaking proc¬
ess. I wish I could tell you it is
more successful than it is.”
Representiatives from Bates
travel around the country, each
dean except for Hiss has his or her
own geographic territory to cover,
introducing Bates to all students,
with a great interest in minority
candidates by the deans. “Each of
us (in admissions) received very
clear instructions and it is in our
year plan, where we spell out all
our goals for the year, that mi¬
nority recruitment is to be right
toward the top of the list.”

The first of a two part series

As if it were saying anything,
Bates College is a liberal arts in¬
stitution. As such, it has a respon¬
sibility to offer its students a well
rounded education both in the so¬
cial world at a residential college
like Bates and in the academic
world. This concept of diversity is
inherent in the concept of liberal
arts.
As far as the social world is
concerned, that means offering
students a population of people
from many diverse cultural and
ethnic backgrounds. From the ac¬
ademic point of view, the school
must give its students the oppor¬
tunity to learn about and from
people from these same diverse

freshman class attended October
Weekend. October Weekend, once
called Minority Student Weekend,
is not without its failings but it is
constantly being approved.
At first it was held in January
when there is typically ten feet of
snow on the ground in Maine. It
has since been renamed and
moved to October when the cam¬
pus is far more attractive. Banks
says that admissions “changed the
October Weekend because at the
time the kids that were invited
were all hosted by black kids and
we felt like we were leading them
to believe that there is a huge pop¬
ulation which there isn’t.” Ad¬
missions now looks for non-mi¬
norities to also host minority stu¬
dents so that they can get a truer

Special Report
cultural environment. These peo¬
ple of different backgrounds are
called minorities. Minorities at
Bates are non-white Americans
and foreign students.
Understanding and meeting the
responsibilities of a liberal arts ed¬
ucation are not the same thing.
Despite the efforts of the Admis¬
sions staff, the Bates minority

.The school also publishes a
handbook called “Another Per¬
spective” informing minorities
about Bates./The admissions big
effort, however, comes in the fall
with October Weekend. Bates
sends out letters to all the coun¬
selors they have in their computer,
informing them of October Week¬
end. Last year they received about

“Do we target resources on minority students?
Yes we do, most definitely....It is a pretty thor¬
ough and painstaking process. I wish I could tell
you it’s more successful than it is.”

picture of Bates.
This concern about misleading
minority students is not an un¬
founded one. John Murchison ’88
says that October Weekend is un¬
fair to students because it shows
them highlights of the school and
doesn’t present a realistic picture.
Murchison says that “When I got
here, it was a shock”.
One thing October Weekend
does do, says Dean of Admissions
William Hiss, is introduce Bates
to people who would not other¬
wise get the chance either because
of economic, geographic or fam¬
ily concerns.

- Dean of Admissions William Hiss
The value of minority population

student population is only ap¬
proaching 10 percent. 1.5% are
black, about 3% are Asian and
3.5% are international students.
Of the foreign students, more than
half of them entered Bates this
year as freshman. Hispanic stu¬
dents make up about .5 percent.
The lack of a decent number of
minority faculty members(there
are only six minority faculty
members of 140 total), while con¬
nected to the number of students,
is a separate issue to be dealt with
in the second part of this special
report.
Is the small number of minori¬
ties at Bates a cause for concern?
Does it constitute a problem at
Bates?
Acting Dean of the College F.
Celeste Branham says, “It is def¬
initely a problem. It’s not how¬
ever a problem that we are not
aware of and aren’t trying to rem¬
edy.”
Some minority students say,
“Yes. it’s definitely a problem,”
and its not getting better. They see
it as getting worse, commenting
that once Bates had eighty black
students instead of the current 23.
Unfortunately, from a “major¬
ity” Bates students point of view,
they just don’t think about it. As
Fatemah Qizilbash, an admissions
counselor and a member of Bates
class of 87, says, in reference to
the attitude towards minority stu¬
dents, “In a large part they are not
even missed. Sure they are missed
by the admissions people but it has
to be on every level.”
What does Admissions do to at¬
tract minorities?

“Admissions makes a huge ef¬
fort to get minorities” says Fatemeh Qizilbash ’87, an admissions
counselor this year.

400 applications for the weekend
and about 80 were accepted. Of
those 80, about 75 came up. Bates
pays for the transportation to
school and hosts the minority stu¬
dents for the weekend. Of those
75 that were at the weekend, six
came to Bates. Assistant Dean
of Admissions, Shannon Banks,
the Co-ordinator of Minority Re¬
cruitment and the organizer of
October Weekend, says, “It’s sad.
That’s a program that cost a lot of

Although it may seem obvious
to some, it is worthwhile to con¬
sider the value of a minority pop¬
ulation at Bates as in any com¬
munity. It seems that too much of
the Bates population is content to
exist in a world without differ¬
ences. Bates’ homogeneity is often
a source for a joke instead of
cause for concern.
Dean Branham says about mi¬
norities that we must seek to have
a minority population at Bates be-

Dean James Lorenzo Reese, assistant dean of the college; coordinator of student
activities. File photo.___

that history has left us but also
that “we are enriched as a com¬
munity by their presence” and
without them we would not be as
complete.
Assistant Dean of the College
James Reese says it is good for
Bates to reflect on larger society
which is more diverse, depending
on where you live. “People are
going to leave Bates and go to
places where there are lots of dif¬
ferent people of different cul¬
tures. The more that’s reflected at
school, the more people will be
able to get along and relate to each
other.”
Admissions Counselor Andrea

cause “we need, given the tradi¬
tion of this college (as an institu¬
tion founded by abolitionists), to
assert ourselves and to insure that
we draw them in.” She adds that
not only is it our responsibility to
repair the damage of inequality

Why isn’t it working?

With all that admissions is
doing and with the active interest
in sustaining and boosting a mi¬
nority population here at Bates,
why do we still have such a small
number of minorities on campus?
There are several reasons that
range from the simplistic to the
complex. The causes are both so¬
cietal and Bates-generated.
The first and most obvious rea¬
son is the geographic location of

“I think a lot of students who are very capable
of going to Bates that are not in the highly qual¬
ified pool, based on test scores or whatever, are
passed over.”
- Assistant Dean of the College Janies Req$e

Thirteen percent of Bates' black population stroll in the sunshine.

money and time and effort...it’s
frustrating.”
While this program does not
have a high yield, it does produce
a decent percentage of some mi¬
norities. For example, three of this
year’s seven black students in the

made up of. At this level, in a
school this size, it is the prime op¬
portunity to get to know what
other people are like because they
are accessible.”

Kincannon ’87 says that “A col¬
lege has to offer diversity. When
you go out into the world, it’s very
easy to put yourself into an envi¬
ronment where you’re going to see
the same people all the time but
that’s not what the world is really

Bates. In terms of percentage,
Bates has a bigger population than
does the state of Maine. In the way
of culture, Maine has little to of¬
fer a minority student. For most
people, Maine is a big adjustment
but for minorities that adjustment
is magnified.
Dean Hiss says that the inten¬
sity of academic life is another
reason that many minorities are
not admitted to Bates. Because of
a society that still discriminates
against minorities where alloca¬
tion of funds are concerned, many
minorities just do not have the ed¬
ucational background that would
allow them to handle Bates.
“The policies of the last eight
years have to some degree set us
back.”, says Hiss, “We have lost
some of the momentum to try to
equalize the violently unequal re¬
sources.” Adding that there has
been a drop in black Americans
going on to college, Hiss says
that
“we are
now reap¬
ing the harvest” of decades and
decades of racial inequality.
Nevertheless, Hiss says that “I,
in good conscience, cannot admit
dozens and dozens of people
whose preparation just doesn’t
prepare them for Bates.”
“It is Bates position that we
continued on page 13
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Yearbook staff looks
forward to 88 edition
by Donna Markus

Student Correspondent
The staff of the Mirror, the
yearbook of Bates College, held
it first meeting of the year last
week. This initial gathering was
basically informative in nature,
providing details of the book and
welcoming new members.
This year’s edition has three ed¬
itors, all seniors: Laura Smith,
Editor-in-Chief, Kathy Sabadosa,
Business Managef and Jay Till¬
man, Photography Editor.
Ms. Smith began the meeting by
providing a brief history of the
yearbook. As she explained, the
publication has had a less-thanstellar reputation on campus in
past years. This outlook has re¬
sulted from production problems
past staffs have faced. Some of
these difficulties are greater than
others, but all are being con¬
tended with by the current editors.
A major problem that Smith
cited was that of over-budgeting
the book. This is an easy trap to
fall into considering the hefty
price of $21,000 that must be paid
to Taylor Publishing Company in
addition to a $900 mailing fee
which is necessary to distribute the
books to graduated seniors.
Some of the ways the editors
saved money on the ’87 edition in¬
cluded using features that cost less
as well as cutting down the num¬

ber of high-priced color pictures
to eight pages. In addition, since
the books are scheduled to be re¬
ceived by the college in mid-Oc¬
tober, two weeks before “Back to
Bates” weekend, shipment to se¬
niors will be delayed until initial
distribution to returning gradu¬
ates takes place.
This year, an increase of $2,000
has been allotted to the publica¬
tion by its main funding source,
the Representative Assembly, al¬
lowing for 16 pages of color and,
hopefully, more in the future. All
these factors have helped rid the
book of the money problem com¬
pletely. As Smith put it, “This
year we are under-budget 100%,
which is the first time that has ever
happened to my knowledge.”
A second problem with past
books has been the date of pub¬
lication which has greatly delayed
shipment to seniors. Previous edi¬
tions have been known to come
out a year or more after gradua¬
tion. To eliminate this problem thecurrent editors plan to be strict
with deadlines, which they expect
to help insure that seniors receive
their copies of the Mirror within a
few months of graduation. This
includes the set deadline Of De¬
cember 18, 1987 for submission of
pictures from the class of 1988.
In addition to the previously
mentioned problems with the
book production there has also
continued on page 14

A farewell kiss for Monty. Colin B. Browning photo.

Smith snake moved off campus
by Alicia Tomasian

Monty has grown 9 ” to 39”
since Hill bought him this August.
Hill explained that Monty will
On Monday, Sept. 14, at ap¬
reach 12-15 feet and will weigh up
proximately 4:30 PM, junior ad¬
to 300 lbs., making him the largest
visor Clark Hill received a phone constrictor along with the boa.
call from Dean Sawyer to his
However, Hill was quick to point
room, 101, Smith North.
out that Monty won’t be full
The reason? Cleaning staff had
grown for 7-10 years and poses no
notified Dean Sawyer of the pres¬
health hazard. The snake has no
ence of Clark’s pet and compan¬
teeth and can not reach the top of
ion, the Burmese python by the
his cage, which is securely fas¬
name of Monty. Dean Sawyer said
tened.
that Monty must go.
It is obvious that Hill cares
deeply for his pet. Jim Pickette, a
junior who across the hall from
Clark, admitted that he hates
. snakes, "but that he didn’t want'to
see Monty go because, “It would
break Clark’s heart.”
Hill admitted that he was
mous Association for the mem¬
“deeply depressed at the thought
of losing Monty,” and that “the
bers of the government and their
realization of him being gone will
contemporaries. However, the op¬
position found themselves dodg¬
oreak my heart.” He also ex¬
ing paper balls after a derogatory
pressed concern about Monty
being separated from his master.
comment about Maine residents
being like the members of the gov¬
Hill commented that “Monty ex¬
ernment with their cow-tipping
presses complete relaxation in the
hands of myself and my room¬
trips. After the formal debate,
spectators commented on the
mate. As with others, he is fidgety
and nervous.”
proposition. Freshman Kimberly
Other Smith North residents
Garmo stood in defense of her
were saddened by Dean Sawyer’s
classmates with a speech that won
decision. Alison Frank, a fresh¬
her the honorary floorprize, keep¬
man who lives upstairs from
ing with the tradition of the de¬
bate team.
Clark, said, “I just want Monty
Student Correspondent

Should ftteshmen be seen
and not heard?
by Alicia Tomasian

Student Correspondent
On Tuesday, Sept. 15, the Bates
debate team welcomed the class of
’91 in full style with a parliamen¬
tary debate arguing that freshman
should be seen and not heard.
The appeal of the topic filled
Chase Lounge with many cheering
upperclassmen and several defenmrvietftoeshman. .
As Member of the Government
Kristina Pray ’89, Leader of the
Opposition Steve Robbins ’88 and
Member of the Opposition Jer¬
emy Sclar ’88 reviewed their
thoughts, Prime Minister Eric
Fuchs ’88 reviewed several rules
about the debating. The debaters,
dressed in long black robes, en¬
couraged heckling (“shame!
shame!”),
support
(“here!
here!”,) and even the tossing of
harmless projectiles.
Fuchs pronounced spectator
Craig Zi: dy as Sergeant at Arms,
and then introduced the “godlike
omnipotent”, Convener Paul Ro¬
senthal. Rosenthal, a Bates grad¬
uate of ’85 and new rhetoric pro¬
fessor, also reviewed several
guidelines, specifically asking that
nobody unleash the fire extin¬
guisher, and with that, the debat¬
ing began.
Prime Minister Fuchs argued
that freshman be deprived of priv¬
ileges, be forced into wearing
beanies and name tags, and made
to address upperclassmen as Mr.
and Miss. He suggested that bean¬
ies be removed with the first foot¬
ball victory, encouraging school
spirit. Forced chores would im¬
prove the campus and denial of

parking would be a practical so¬
lution to the crunch for spaces.
Fuchs emphasized that Fresh¬
man Humiliation benefits all
Western Civilization, even fresh¬
man themselves. It would reduce
apathy and more importantly,
produce nostalgia that would en¬
courage ex-freshman to contrib¬
ute to their alma mater, providing
for exotic trips for the debate
team. The Prime Minister finished
by pointing out that the worst
thing that freshman suffering
could do was turn the victims into
mindless drones, which would
only bring them to the level of
their upperclassmen peers.
The Leader of the Opposition
was quick to criticize the beanie
idea as anti-semitic. He also
pointed out that name tags with
wrong names on them would fool
upperclassmen, putting freshman
ahead. Robbins theorized that op¬
pressed freshman would rebel. Fi¬
nally, Robbins disputed the mon¬
etary gain of freshman humilia¬
tion
with
the
comment,“Pomposity
breeds
profit.”
Pray defended the government
claiming she wished she had suf¬
fered as a freshman because it
would have made her a better per¬
son. She ended her argument with
a powerful Bible reading on suf¬
fering as described in the book of
James.
Sclar’s final argument for the
opposition claimed the members
of the government to be geeks
hoping to create a social class like
themselves. He defended apathy
as a healthy way to avoid ulcers
and proposed a Geeks Anony¬

to stay!”
Colin Browning, Hill’s room¬
mate added, “He’s the best room¬
mate a guy could have. He’s easier
to live with than Clark.”
Not all Smith North residents
appreciated Monty’s presence.
Claire Wittlesey ’91 was quick to
complain, “That snake is disgust¬
ing!”
At any rate, Dean Sawyer said
that no exceptions could be made
to the pet policy. Clark com¬
plained that plenty of people keep
goldfish. When asked if he felt
that Monty was experiencing dis¬
crimination he replied, “Most
definitely?”
Dean Sawyer pointed out that if
were Monty a fish, he never would
have been reported. He defended
his decision, adding that he had
no particular snake phobia. He
was just keeping consistent with
the pet policy. Dean Sawyer said
“1 wish Monty a happy home off
campus,” and also commented
that he was “expecting Clark’s full
cooperation very soon.”
Soon was right! At 4:00 P.M.,
the Thursday after Clark first got
word of the decision, Monty left
Smith North for a temporary off
campus residence. What will be¬
come of him? Clark Hill is not
sure. “He’s basically a snake
without a home.”

Foreign study encouraged
by Corey Oser

Student Correspondent
“The Junior Year Abroad Pro¬
gram goes beyond introducing
students to a new culture,” com¬
mented Dean Sawyer at last
week’s information session for
freshmen and sophomores. “It
sensitizes the students to the
United States’ role in global pol¬
itics.”
Currently there are extensive
study opportunities available in
first, second, and third world
countries. The dean encouraged
sophomores with an interest in
off-campus study to begin thor¬
ough research and to visit with
foreign university representatives.
One must consider, advised the
dean, how foreign study would fit
in with major field and general
education requirements at Bates.
If a student wishes to further
course-work in the natural and so¬
cial sciences, he or she should

consider an English speaking uni¬
versity, while, a language major
would benefit from study in the
appropriate country. In the coun¬
tries in which the language is not
offered at Bates, modified in¬
struction is usually offered at the
foreign school.
The basic requirements neces¬
sary to spend a year or semesterabroad include a 2.5 grade point
average, two letters of recommen¬
dation, and a major declaration
with the approval of that depart
ment’s chair.
The next step is the application
to the Bates off-campus study
committee, which facilitates the
application process. Finally, once
cleared by the committee, the stu¬
dent can apply to the foreign uni¬
versity itself. Financial aid is also
available for the year abroad, both
from Bates College and the for¬
eign university.
Regarding the transferral of
credits received abroad, Sawyer

said that if two-thirds of the
grades received abroad are B- or
better and none below C, the
credits are automatically trans¬
ferred. Otherwise, the transferral
is up to the discretion of the col¬
lege.
Dean Sawyer encouraged stu¬
dents to consider the possibility of
journeying to a third world coun¬
try. “Often the experience there is
more profound; a life impact.
Many students will have the
chance to see Europe in their life¬
times.”

First in News
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Sports
0-2-1 Cats gear up for Brandeis on Sunday

Amherst drops mens’ soccer in double OT
by Mark Mandel
Student Correspondent
Amherst forward Eddie Riguard scored 3:30 into the second
overtime Wednesday afternoon to
send the Bates men’s soccer team
to disappointing 2-0 home-open¬
ing loss at Russell Street field.
The Bobcats had held the highly
regarded Lord Jeffs, ranked
eighth in Division III New Eng¬
land polls, scoreless through the
first ninety minutes of regulation
play and the ten minutes of the
first overtime before Riguard put
the winning header by Bates goalie
Brian Davis from five yards out.
Amherst later capitalized on a
pulled-up Bates defense to score
with 2:39 left, and secure their
first victory of the season.
Bates had played even with the
Amherst squad after being out¬
played in a first half that saw the
Bobcats outshot 10-4. Senior co¬
captain Davis kept Bates in the
game with some great saves on
chances from Amherst corner
kicks, and got some help from the
post with twenty minutes to play

in the half.
Amherst squandered eleven
corner kick opportunities, five in
the first half, but effectively kept
Bates tied down offensively.
The second half was played
evenly, with the Bobcats having
the advantage in scoring oppor¬
tunities. Bates almost avoided
overtime altogether when co-captain Todd Coleman ’88 was
robbed in the penalty box by Am¬
herst keeper Josh Blum (12 saves)
with just over 9:30 to play in reg¬
ulation.
Forward Will Ross ’89 also had
a chance with only 2:40 left, but
the Amherst goalkeeper was in the
right place again to preserve the
scoreless tie.
The opportunistic play of the
Bobcats carried over into the first
overtime when they outshot the
Lord Jeffs 7-4. But the Bates ag¬
gressive style of play (fen fouls in
all) finally caught up with them,
and Amherst took advantage of a
loose ball in the box after a free

Will Ross, *88, and an Amherst player. Amherst won 2-0. Colin B. Browning photo.

continued on page 14

Womens' cross coualry

Look to Tufts for first win Saturday

1 Amy Jones,Bates 19:30
2 R Hart,Bates 19:40
• 3 S Alspach,Bates 20:97
4 S Gandrud.Midbry 20:09
5 K OLearv,Bates 20:14

Womens’ soccer
ties at Clark

Now ranked 10th in nation Division III

Womens ’ cross
country wins again
by Anne Millham
Student Correspondent
The women’s cross-country team
proved themselves again last
weekend. They pulled through
with another win despite a slip¬
pery and hilly Middlebury course.
Amy Jones ’88, Rosemary Hart
’89, and Sarah Alspach ’89 took
the top three places with Kerry
O’Leary ’89 and Beth Golden ’90
finishing fifth and ninth to give
Bates a winning team score of 20.
Middlebury was second with 45,
Williams third with 60, Albany
was next with 96, and Johnson
State rounded out the meet with
145 points.
The competitors ran in a big
pack for the first part of the race.
At about the one mile mark Jones
and Hart began to pull away from
the pack. The rest of the Bates
team stayed back in the field Al¬
spach and Golden running to¬
gether for about 1 1/2 miles be¬
fore Alspach began to move up.
With about 3/4 of a mile to go she
made her move into third place
and out ran Sarah Gandrud of
Middlebury to finnish there.
O’Leary finished next for Bates,
and Golden passed three people in
her last mile to take ninth place.
Coach Carolyn Court points out
that the team as a whole has im¬
proved from last year. Jones, Al¬
spach and Vanessa Ince,’88 all,
“took 40 seconds off their pre¬
vious years times.”
Court added that Janine Myatt
’90 and newcomer Hart,“are both
running very well so far.” An¬
other indication of their improve¬
ment is that their national ranking
has moved from 14th to 10th in

win their season opener. The 2-2
tie pushed Clark to 4th position in
the New England rankings.
Clark scored first in what Coach
Diane Boettcher termed “an ex¬
citing match.” At 56:40 into the
game, after Amy Baker was
dragged to the ground, junior Deb
Sullivan scored on a penalty shot
Teams
to tie the score.
1 Bates (20)
Regulation time expired with
• 2 Middlebury (45)
the score tied 1-1. In the overtime
• 3 Williams (60)
junior Bethany Maitland scored
4 Albany (96)
unassisted to put the Bobcats o#
5 Johnson St. (145)
top temporarily. With only min¬
utes remaining in the game Clark
tied it up and that is how it ended.
Boettcher commented that
the Clark team did their home¬
work in preparing for the Bob¬
cats. They contained the short
passing game of- Bates, revenging
the loss in the ECAC champion¬
ship last year.
The game would have been over
much earlier if it hadn’t been for
the heroics of Sullivan. “Deb Sul¬
livan had one of the most spec¬
tacular non-goal keeper saves that
I’ve ever seen in eight years of
coaching at Bates,” Boettcher
stated as she began her account of
the play. Sullivan, after having lost
the ball at midfield, made up a 10
yard spread by sprinting back
field. Then in a leapiftg effort she
deflected a shot bound for the
goal.
On a soggy day at Middlebury
College (last Saturday) Bates was
unable to avoid defeat. Bates
scored “first and fast,” on a
Maitland goal assisted by Kapsalis, but were unable to keep the
lead. Because of poor field con¬
ditions the Bobcats were again un¬
able to get any offense attack
started.
With only twenty seconds to go
Bates crew, pictured here at the 1986 Head of the Charles, will host Bowdoin and Colby in the Head of the 'Scoggin Sun¬
the past week. Last year they were
not ranked nationally until the end
of the season.
Coach Court was quick to add
however that she still feels her
team is running “conservatively”,
with room for even more im¬
provement.
Bates has a meet this Saturday
at SMU. There will be 24 teams
there. Their main competition
should come from Tufts and
Colby. Last year they placed fifth
in the event.

9 B Golden,Bates 20:34
22 J Farr,Bates 21:32
27 P Oest,Bates 21:55
28 J Myatt, Bales 21:59
30 D Morris,Bates 22:03
■ 31 K Crowley,Bates 22:10
33 V Ince,Bates 22:15

by Emanuel Merisotis
Staff Reporter
After the first two games of the
women’s soccer season the Bob¬
cats are still looking for their first
win. At the half way point of what
has proved to be a tough road trip
the Bobcats are anxious to come
back home.
Last Wednesday, Bates trekked
to Worcester, MA to take on Clark
University. The Bobcats playing
under the lights for the 7:00 PM
game were unable to chalk up a

Head of the ’Scoggin Sunday

day at 1:30. File photo.

continued on page 14
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Look to avenge last year’s shocker

Football set to attack Amherst in season opener
to contain the ground game of the
Lord Jeffs. Amherst returns all of
its top four rushers, each of whom
averaged more than three yards
per carry last year. Protecting
these experienced backs will be an
experienced line, as five of last
year’s six starting offensive line¬
men return for the Jeffs.
Leading the defensive charge
for Bates will be linebacker Tom
Sebastyn ’89, defensive back Chris
Cronin ’88, and senior linemen
Jay Frost and John Budrewicz.
According to Harrison, defense
has been a concern for the coach¬
ing staff because of its lack of size
and experience. The squad played
“better than expected” against
Wesleyan, however, and shows
some promise.
SIDENOTES

by Mark Clizbe
Student Correspondent
As a matter of pride, the Bates
Bobcat football team must beat
Amherst on Saturday. In last
year’s season opener, the Lord
Jeffs staged a three touchdown
comeback to beat Bates before an
unbelieving home crowd. “It was
a game we shouldn’t have lost,”
admitted coach Web Harrison.
Fortunately, Bates has a good
chance to avenge last year’s loss
and mend- its pride. With the
graduation of quarterback Paul
Foye and receiver John Tucci,
Amherst lost the key elements of
last year’s offensive attack.
Though the Lord Jeffs return sev¬
eral talented, effective running
backs to their Wing-T offense, the
versatility offered by Foye and
Tucci will be sorely missed. De¬
spite Amherst Coach James Ostendarp’s assertion that the losses
will make “no difference” to the
offensive balance, Bates can count
on the fact that the Lord Jeffs will
keep the ball on the ground much
more this year.
The Bates offense, on the other
hand, should be much improved
this year, partly because of its big
front line.
Leading a group that averages
6’2“. 235 pounds are AI1-NESCAC performers Rob Gabbe ’88
and Chris Jackson ’88.
“They played well (in a preseason
scrimmage) against Wesleyan,”
said Harrison. “We scored some
touchdowns on plays that
shouldn’t have worked, just be¬
cause they blocked very aggres¬
sively,” he said.
Coach Harrison hopes that the
big line will open things up for the
running game, led by All-NESCAC tailback Chris Hickey ’88
and fullback Steve Feder ’88. In
an attempt to further enhance the
ground game, Harrison said that

* Brian Jurek, the expected
starting QB for Amherst is a for¬
mer punter, and has never played
a game at QB in college,
* Bates players Steve Feder and
Tom Sebastyn have an extra inter¬
est in the game— they’re from
Amherst, Mass., and will be play¬
ing in their home town.

Jeff Jinx

he plans to give the ball more
often to Feder and back-ups Jack
Foley ’89 and Joe Sylvester ’90.
“Hickey may have fewer carries
this year,” he said, “but hope¬
fully each carry will be for more
yardage.”
One of the ways he will imple¬
ment this plan, he says, will be to

“play option football” more often
this year. As a result, senior
quarterback Dennis Gromelski’s
most important job will be to or¬
chestrate the run, rather than to
pass.
An improved offence will not
ensure a victory on Saturday,
however. Amherst has an excel¬

lent football program under
twenty-nine-year coach Ostendarp; the Lord Jeffs will be welldisciplined and well-prepared.
They will also be very experi¬
enced— eighteen of twenty-two
starters return for Amherst this
year.
Bates’ biggest challenge will be

Bates football has played Amherst
13 times in the history of the ri¬
valry and compiled a 2-10-1
record.
winner
1901 Amherst, 5-0
1941 Amherst, 31-7
1976 Amherst, 7-3
1977 Amherst, 45-7
1978 Bates, 10-8
1979 Amherst, 23-13
1980 Amherst, 24-7
1981 Bates, 14-0
1982 Amherst, 35-14
1983 tie, 30-30
1984 Amherst, 21-5
1985 Amherst, 21-10
1986 Amherst, 34-33

You9re better off with college football anyway
So, what will we do this Sunday
afternoon while pro football stad¬
iums sit idle and our gridiron he¬
roes are walking picket lines?
What is there going to be to do
Monday nights now that the fate
of professional football is being
decided at negotiating tables by
sharply dressed business men?
Why should we care what to
do? Let’s not do anything at all;
pro football stinks, except for the
fact that it offers a good reason to
avoid studying on Sundays. The
strike, though, provides us an op¬
portunity to realize the greatness
of college football. While those
overpaid and selfish professional
slobs await their fate, let’s enjoy
the better college game. What is
there to like more about college
football, you might ask?
ENTHUSIASM. The most no¬
ticeable difference between the
college and pro game today is en¬
thusiasm, not only on the field,
but in the stands; On the field, the
pro game is nothing but a busi¬
ness, and is looked at as a nine-tofive job by most athletes, with al¬
most all players only concerned
with personal gains and acco¬
lades. Yet, on the field, college
football’s enthusiasm speaks for
itself—after all, how many pro
football fight songs have you
heard lately? Student sections at

most big college games never sit
down. Schools like Michigan play
to 105,000 screaming fanatics
consistently, and even less suc¬
cessful Division I schools like Wy¬
oming play in front of packed
houses. (Can the Buffalo Bills at¬
test to that?) There’s more: what
about three day tailgating parties,
students painted in school colors,
big school marching bands...Hey
Gene Upshaw and Jack Donlan
are you listening?

to a regular season match-up of
the Lions and the Packers?
ACADEMICS. Of course this is
a touchy issue today, but isn’t it
comforting to know that while
some professional football players
are at all-important union meet¬
ings or doing takes for Taco Bell
commercials after practice, some
college athletes must go to class
and actually take tests. Doesn’t it
seem reassuring to know that for
football players on the college

Dave Cogliano & Mark Mandel
TRADITION. Think of bowl
games, the twelfth man at Texas A
& M, the awful uniforms of Penn
State, Bear Bryant at Alabama,
the dotted ’i’ at Ohio State, cheer¬
leaders at U.S.C., father touch¬
down at Notre Dame, the fresh¬
men sing-along at Bates...need we
go on?
RIVALRY. There are enough
great traditional matchups today
in college football to make the av¬
erage NFL game look like an eight
year-old Pop Warner football
contest. For example: Army-Navy,
Okl^homa-Nebraska, Ohio StateMichigan, Harvard-Yale, Notre
Dame-U.S.C., and, of course,
Bates-Bowdoin. How does the
traditional atmosphere and in¬
tenseness of these games compare

level the work isn’t over when the
vyhistle blows? Need examples?
Look at Joe Paterno’§ graduation
record for his football players at
Penn State, or at our local Bob¬
cats in the library.
SCOPE. What is really nice to
know about college ball is that
everyone has a team to root for.
With 105 Division I-A teams, even
we Mainers can look to a local big
time football program to support
(the U.M.O. Black Bears). Our
own Bates Bobcats are among
over 300 Division III teams par¬
ticipating in college football pro¬
grams that provide even small
schools like ours with an exciting
Saturday afternoon activity. Un¬
like the pro ranks where only
twenty-seven highly populated

areas have the right to field teams,
college football provides an alter¬
native. After all, if you live in
Lincoln, Nebraska would you
rather strain to support the Dallas
Cowboys, or cheer on the big time
Nebraska Cornhuskers?
So, while those greedy, selfish
giants demand more money and
attention, let’s turn our focus to
the benefits college football has to
offer. Not only can we enjoy the
revelry of Division I football, but
we can even better enjoy the com¬
petitiveness of our Bobcats. The
tradition and the rivalry of our

own college football program
seems like an excellent alternative
to following labor negotiations,
and finally watching those gridi¬
ron millionaires once they decide
to re-take the field. After all, we
personally would rather watch a
Chris Hickey run through a Colby
defense, than a Gene Upshaw run
through more player demands.
Dave Cogliano and Mark Mandel!
are columnists for the Student
with nothing better to do on Sun¬
days than write columns.

Corsetti ’86 named
to Patriots roster
Bates graduate Rico Corsetti ’86
has been named to the New Eng¬
land Patriots replacement roster.
Corsetti and a host of others be¬
gan training this week in prepa¬
ration for resumption of the Na¬
tional Football League schedule a
week from Sunday.
The N.F.L. Players’
Association has been on
strike since Tuesday morning.

Corsetti is on roster as a 6-1,
225 pound linebacker. While at
Bates, Corsetti played various de¬
fensive positions including defensive'end, tackle, and linebacker.
He was named an all-New Eng¬
land Division III player in his se¬
nior year at Bates.
William Leahey, who was an as¬
sistant coach of Corsetti at Bates,
described him as “a versatile de¬
fenseman... with outstanding speed.”
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Womens' volleyball cruises by Thomas, UNE

powerful spike which opened the
game; and her three service points,
including one ace, moved the score
to 3-0. But this initial attack was
Women’s volleyball upped their temporarily slowed as unforced
record to 6-3 with victories over mistakes enabled UNE to stay in
Thomas College and the Univer¬ the game at 6-2.
sity of New England Tuesday
This time it was the serving style
night at Alumni Gym. After of Julie Roche that boosted the
quickly eliminating Thomas (15- team. Roche began serving with
3),(15-2), the Bobcats rolled over the score at 6-2 and did not stop
UNE, 15-3, 15-3.
until the scoreboard read 11-2.
Bates ended a perfect night by The five straight service points,
out-serving an aggressive UNE which included two aces and
team. Junior Krista Bourquein’s spikes by captain Krista Bourace put Bates on the board first quein, gave the Bobcats unyield¬
and truly foreshadowed the entire ing momentum.
match. Freshman Jen White, who
After a block by Rachel Clay-,
had been sidelined by a shoulder ton gave Bates the ball, Laura
injury, spurred the offense on an Cohen served three straight points
eight point'run.
before Bourquein put the game
During the flurry, Julie Roche away at 15-3.
’91 accounted for four points (two
Coach Graef was very pleased
spikes set by Michele Feroah ’90, by the overall 60-13 point romp
a smooth tip-in, and a rejection of of Thomas and UNE. “I am very
a UNE spike). Bourque added to happy tonight. I think we finally
the scoring drive with two tremen¬ found a system that our offense
dous spikes of her own, and and defense can work with. We
White’s two service aces rounded built some new plays into our
out the scoring binge. The score game with some quick sets and
quickly jumped from a 1-1 tie to shots. Now we can concentrate on
a 9-1 lead.
becoming better and better with
And UNE could find no way to each game. I am truly excited
quell such an explosive attack. about tonight and this season.”
While serving, Roche upped the
Bates came into these games
score to 12-1 with two more aces riding high on an outstanding per¬
and the help of a Rachel Clayton formance in the Gordon Invita¬
’90 spike.
tional Tournament. The team Fin¬
Bates also hustled UNE out of ished second in their grouping and
points. With a 12-2 lead, Roche fifth of nine overall. They met
dug a UNE spike wide but was squads front around the United
nicely saved by Mel Park ’90 and States including last years nation¬
finally hammered down by Nicole ally ranked teams.
Bolduc ’90 for a 13-2 lead. Laura
In fact, Bates defeated ex-# 13
Cohen ’90 ended the drubbing MIT and lost a close contest to a
with a scorching spike set by Park ranked team from Fresno Califor¬
for match point, 15-3.
nia. Bates now prepares for the
Bates began the gem of a night
Bates Invitational Tournament,
with a mixture of power and style.
which opens next weekend, Oc¬
It sophomore was Laurie Plante’s tober 3.
by Peter Carr
Student Correspondent

Bates volleyball in action against Thomas College last Wednesday night at Alumni Gym. Sarah Hamilton photo.

Beating the phys ed scene
Being yet another person who
has hit senior year without filling
even one of my PE (Physical Ed¬
ucation) required credits, I look
for easy ways to get out of it. I
have,1 however, as in the past, not
had much success.
When I first came to Bates, I
tried the standard route given to
freshmen. I took the tests that
would allow one to opt out of a
requirement. The skiing test was
easy and I passed it. Unfortu¬
nately, I got Mono and could not
take the practical when winter hit.

Defeats WPI, loses to Trinity

Waterpolo plunges into season
by Bill Aden
Student Correspondent
But how do they get those
horses in the water?
Last weekend the Bates Water
Polo Club plunged into its second
season of play with two home
games against Trinity and WPI.
Having had only three organized
practices, the largely novice Bates
squad was pleased with an 8-6
victory over WPI. And though the
Bobcats lost their first match 9-4
against last year’s league champs
Trinity, they are “not dismayed in
the least.”
“I think we played surprisingly
well,” said co-captain/coach Art
Jacobs ’89 after the games, “con¬
sidering our group’s general lack
of experience. Our one-year vet¬
erans proved quite capable of run¬
ning an offense, and the newcom¬
ers all showed a lot of enthusiasm.
After we get some more practice
time under our belts and get even
better acquainted with each other,
the improvement will come in
leaps and bounds. We have real
potential.”
Thirty-five Bates polo players
warmed up for Saturday’s games,
and all thirty-five played. For over

Bates waterpolo club will play Bowdoin and Colby October 3, at Tarbell Pool.
Sarah Hamilton photo._

half of them, those were the first
two games of water polo they had
ever seen.

level of confidence will increase
and the problems should solve
themselves.”

The Bobcats’ other captain/
coach and the founder of Bates
College Water Polo is senior,
Kevan Gibson. He, too, was
pleased with his team’s perform¬
ance and, at the same time, is ea¬
ger to work on some weak spots.
“The problems we have are sim¬
ple ones; they’ll be easy to fix. But
what they all come down to right
now is merely a lack of exposure
to game situations. As we gain ex¬
perience through the season, our

This coming weekend Bates will
play at Clark University in
Worcester, Mass., after watching
the prestigious Brown Invitational
Water Polo Tournament. Those of
you who are still wondering how
they get those horses in the water
should not miss your next oppor¬
tunity to see the Bates Water Polo
Club in action. That will be on
Parents’ Weekend, October 10th,
when they will have home matches
against Colby and Bridgewater
State.

The golf test was so hard, a golf
pro couldn’t pass it (actually an
amateur state champ did not).
So I played soccer with the in¬
famous Smith South Kippers. De¬
spite our never-ending enthusi¬
asm, we received not one credit.

Ron Schneider
Even when we formed a “reu¬
nited” team, our dedication to the
sport and the physical achieve¬
ment it provided was not re¬
warded. Flag football (aka, kill
the guy with the ball and then take
his flag) was a good attempt but
all that got me was a bunch of
bruises.
In my quest to weasel out of
phys. ed., I turned to less conven¬
tional activities. Dodging beers at
Pierce House while standing on a
radiator, although deemed a
“thrill” by many, was not consid¬
ered a “sport”. Trying to find a .
cup at a Chase House party is a
sociology thesis topic and cer¬
tainly not a athletic experience, I
was told. That person obviously
never tried to do it themselves.
Two years ago, while living in a
then all male Adams, I discovered
the sport of sports. This sport re¬
quires a keen eye, agility and a fine
tuned sixth sense- besides know¬
ing the difference between male
and female. I am, of course, talk¬
ing about counting the number of
women standing outside Adams
during a 3 a.m. fire drill. The ob¬
ject of this game is to spot the
most females first, not unlike the
Beetle game often played on long
road trips. This sport has since
died out now that Adams is co-ed.
I’m now at a loss because I’ve
hit senior year and I find myself
taking golf. Dave’s a good teacher
but this is all too conventional.
Not that I’m unconventional in
general but the urge does hit once
in awhile and in this case it has.

Never one to give up, I have
brainstormed for one last idea.
Varsity City driving. At first this

may seem like a silly concept but
give it a chance. Think about it.
City driving is intense, thrilling
and dangerous. It’s all you ever
dreamed about in a contact sport.
Of course, depending on your at¬
titude towards life, avoiding con¬
tact is sometimes the goal and ul¬
timately the sport. Avoiding the
dump truck that runs the red light,
stopping before you slam into the
jerk that just cut you off and came
to a complete stop and cutting an
obnoxious group of jaywalkers in
half leaving behind only flattened
toes and ruffled shirts can give one
not just ulcers but most impor¬
tantly a true sense of accomplish¬
ment and conviction in one’s abil¬
ity.
It is important to say that city
driving is not just for the partici¬
pants. Better than football, base¬
ball, basketball and snooker com¬
bined, city driving is the ultimate
spectators’ sport. Not only does
the impact of two cars hitting each
other make you stand up and
cheer more than the collision be¬
tween a blitzing linebacker and a
quarterback but the fight that re¬
sults when the two drivers get out
of their respective cars will make
Marvelous Marvin and Sugar Ray
look like Huey and Duey in a
snowball fight.
The uniforms are really great
too. If you think it’s fun to be¬
come anonymous in a football
helmet in preparation to wreak
havoc, try slipping on some cool
shades, a fine hat and a tape in the
deck (volume to max of course so
as not to hear the myriad curses
hurled your way).
I must reiterate that this sport"
is above all others in its excite¬
ment, its degree of difficulty and
its danger. Severe, unforgiving
competitiveness, intense, gut
wrenching pressure and big beau¬
tiful dents in one’s armor- ladies
and gentlemen, this sport has it
all.
But alas, I fear that, like all my
other attempts to opt out of PE,
I will fail to get this idea to fly. So
with great reluctance, I resign my¬
self to the conventionality of an
established sport. See you in class
Dave.
Ron Schneider is a columnist for
the Student.
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Arts & Entertainment
New innovations scheduled for Theater Department
by Rebecca Laroche
Student Correspondent

a

&

'tart with ’Cluck,
Cluck’. No, not there. Start at
’Pretty Polly’; then take it through
until you get to ’Bulldog’.” These
words are spoken by Associate
Professor Martin Andrucki as he
instructs two of the almost twenty
students present at the second
night of auditions for Ghost Son¬
ata.
Andrucki tests students’ projec¬
tion skills as they stand on the catwalk of the fledgling Gannett
Theatre, where both Monday and
Tuesday’s auditions were held. In
the dim light, auditioners walk
down a flight of stairs as the dead
would, perhaps in the future pro¬
duction wearing the ancient cos¬
tume of a mummy. The prepara¬
tory stages of this fall production
are preludes to what is waiting in

the wings for Bates Theatre.
August Strindberg’s Ghost
Sonata, which will be performed
in early November, is to some the
‘‘fountainhead
of
modern
drama”. Modern in spirit, how¬
ever, as the play’s performance
this year will mark its eightieth
anniversary. In a world where a
real estate prospector is also a
vampire, the Swedish dramatist
has his characters moving some¬
where between the real and sur¬
real. In this world of the absurd,
Strindberg shows a student’s
idealistic view of a certain house
only then to demonstrate the real¬
ity of the black interior—a pit of
“spiritual and emotional tor¬
ment”. The play is one of Strind¬
berg’s chamber plays, those writ¬
ten for a type of theatre that was
rare in the early 1900’s, the “in¬
timate theatre”.
Seating about one hundred peo¬
ple, the Gannett Theatre is what

one would expect Strindberg had
in mind. Here the public, first ac¬
quainted with the Gannett with
last semester’s Hamlet, sit as if
they were guests of the actors. The
catwalk that frames the theatre
adds dimension to a performance.
The many entrances and four
sided stage area suggest their own
versatility. The audience becomes
taken in by the proximity and the
unexpected, which can often oc¬
cur there. Professor Andrucki ex¬
pressed a certain excitement with
the theatre’s potential.

New innovations in the theatre
department go beyond the walls
of the Gannett and into the staff
itself. Two additions are expected
to give their own dimensions to
theater at Bates. Susan Rugg,
MFA University of Texas at Aus¬
tin, will teach courses in scenery,
lighting, and costuming. As an as¬
sistant professor, she is the first
costume designer Bates has had on
its teaching staff and will be de¬
signing the costumes for the Ghost
Sonata. Using his creative skills
behind the lighting board will be

the new technical director James
Casey. Casey, in the midst of his
graduate training at Western Illi¬
nois University, will be using his
leave of absence to help Bates with
sets as well as lighting.
The creativity of new talent and
the versatility of the “intimate
theatre” will carry through to fu¬
ture productions. Namely, for this
semester, one can look for the One
Act Play Festival in early Decem¬
ber. This series of student directed
plays will also be held in the Gan¬
nett Theatre.

Assortment of movies
slated for the semester
by John Nevins
Student Correspondent

F

or many people on the
Bates Campus, the weekend does
not start with the typical Friday
night party; it begins with Film
Board movies. Almost every Fri¬
day, Saturday, and Sunday night,
a film is shown on the Bates cam¬
pus by the Bates Film Board. In
the past cinematic wonders such
as Alien, The Terminator, and The
Name of the Rose (last weekend)
have been shown. This upcoming
weekend features Hair, the tragic
counterculture love story of the
’60’s.
Last year there was some con¬
troversy over the selection of the
films after Stanley* Kubrick’s A
Clockwork Orange was shown.
Some students objected to the
movie because of its content.
Chairperson of the Film Board,
Ann Harrington ’88 explained the
selection process, “First, we con¬
duct a poll at the beginning of
each semester. Everybody gets a
chance to make their choice
known. Then the Film Board takes
the films which get the most votes,
and we vote on which of those
films will be shown.”
Ms. Harrington said that the
schedule for the rest of the semes¬
ter is Hair this weekend, Ama¬
deus, The Color Purple, and The
Pink Panther Strikes Again on
Parent’s Weekend (October
9th, 10th,and 11th), The Omen on
Halloween, Lethal Weapon on the
weekend of November 6th, and
the twin bill of The Looney, Loo¬
ney, Looney Bugs Bunny Movie
and The Bugs Bunny/Roadrunner
Movie on the weekend of Decem¬
ber 11th.
When asked whether there will
be another poll at the beginning of
next semester to determine what
films will be shown, Ms. Harring¬

ton said “we had an awful lot of
good suggestions on our first poll,
and we haven’t used up all of the
choices yet.” She said that the
group didn’t know yet for certain,
but that some of the possibilities
for next semester include Platoon,
The Living Daylights, and Rox¬
anne, “but since each of those
films cost a lot of money, and our
budget is limited, we may not be
able to get all of them.”

The new Gannett Theater, which will be the site of August Strindberd’s Ghost Sonata. Colin B. Browning photo.

Spare us the 70-mm anti-feminist,
anti-women wish fulfillments
Every year the Bates Film Board
selects the movies the campus will
see by having the students list the
movies they want to see. The Film
Board does not decide which films
will be shown, the students do.
This year, people voted for “The
Omen”, so that is what is being
shown on Halloween. This strikes
me as a bad thing-a very bad
thing, indeed.
People enjoy horror films; they
find being frightened an invigo¬
rating experience. But there is a
large difference between true hor¬
ror and “Omen”-type films. True
horror is almost never explicit-it
lets the imagination prey upon it¬
self, so that we are frightened by
what we think we see, not what we
actually do see. But in splatter
films, like “The Omen”, nothing
is left to the imagination; people
aren’t really frightened. All they
have is a sickly-sort of anticipa¬
tion as to when and how the next
murder will occur.
Splatter movies are simply cin¬
ematic abortions with all the value
of a warm bucket of spit. If they
were confronted with real horror
films, like Frankenstein, Alien, or
The Birds, splatter films would
melt into green puddles of cellu¬
loid excrescence. And if the shade
of Val Lewton, the Master of Hor¬

ror Films, were to appear before
either John Carpenter or Brian
DePalma, those two flakes would
simply wither away.
Besides their total lack of re¬
deeming value, splatter movies
have one other negative aspect:
their hatred for women. Consider.
Who are the victims in splatter
films? At rough estimate, 75% of
the victims are women. Which
women? Not the quiet, unassum¬
ing, unattractive ones-there is no
thrill in watching their deaths. No,

Jess Nevins
the women who are killed are al¬
most always the liberated ones, the
feminists, the head-strong females
who won’t conform to their tra¬
ditional roles. They are almost al¬
ways the ones who are chased
through the cemeteries, or the old
houses, or the subway stations,
and are finally run to ground and
killed in as graphic a fashion as the
special effects wizards can create.
This recurring pattern delivers the
message to the audience that
women who act on their own, and
not according to how male society
wants them to, will be punished.
If the audience realized this, and
booed, or stayed away from splat¬
ter films, this might be tolerably
acceptable. But the audiences

laugh and applaud. They just eat
it up. And their applause is, in ef¬
fect, supporting feminists’ pun¬
ishment. The films’ subtext is
“Feminism, and women, deserve
to be punished”, and the audience
supports this message with their
applause.
So I address this plea to the Film
Board: spare us the woman-hating
fulminations of DePalma and his
ilk. If there is a campus-wide de¬

mand for horror, get the real stuff,
like The Leopard Man, The 39
Steps, or The Wolf Man. Go with
quality. Do not submit to the de¬
mands of know-nothings who
merely want to see special effects
wizardry used to punish women
There are more than enough anti
feminists on campus already; we
don’t need their 70-mm wish ful¬
fillments.
Jess Nevins is a Columnist for the
Student.

Series offers relief
from grind of study

I

by Amy Bruton
Staff Reporter

.magine a brief respite, from
your scheduled school day, in the
form of beautiful music emanat¬
ing from the Olin Arts Perform¬
ance Hall. This image has become
a reality otherwise known as the
Bates College Noonday Concert
Series.
Under the direction of Mark
Howard, faculty and students
share their musical talent for a
half-hour every Tuesday at 12:30
p.m. In order to kick off the sea¬

son, members of the Bates faculty
have been invited to participate in
these weekly events. The partici¬
pants are as diverse as the music
itself, and anyone is welcome to
perform as well as observe.
Attracting a large crowd com¬
prised of members of the Bates
and Lewiston community, the
Noonday Concerts will be held in
the Olin Arts Performance Hall,
or the chapel when the organ is
encompassed in the recital.
Deviating from the format of
the fall performances, the events
planned for winter are slated to
continued on page 9
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Poor poor pitiful acoustics plague Warren Zevon concert
even basketball games wouldn’t
sound good. This setting was the
major detractor of the night, since
just about every single drum-beat
ith all the mindless echoed off the back wall. Zevon
drivel cluttering up the radio air¬ joked about the “exposition cen¬
waves these days, it’s a relief to ter” saying he hadn’t been to a
know that Warren Zevon is back
Concert Review
and better than ever. His Portland
show Tuesday evening, with spe¬ gym in a while, and that he felt
cial guest X, demonstrated that like Dennis Hopper in the film
he’s glad to be where he is and Hoosiers. The crowd was disap¬
doesn’t plan on disappearing from pointing in its small size (probably
the music scene again for a while. around 1000 people). This didn’t
Zevon played in the Portland prevent him from putting on an
Exposition Center, a gym where electrifying set, however.
by John R. Lamontagne
News Editor

W

The post-punk Los Angeles
band X opened for Zevon, and
they played a forty-five minute set
that ranged from boring to ex¬
tremely good. The band started
off with a bang, but then trailed
off for about 20 minutes playing
material that was less than excit¬
ing. Finally, the band got back on
its feet once it started to play it’s
better known material (i.e. “4th
of July”,“Burning House of
Love”, “Wild Thing”, “Breath¬
less”, “Howling Wind”, etc.) and
brought the crowd to life. Exene
Cervenka, one of the lead singers

Revolving Paint Dream, Meat Puppets,
Deep Sleep produce pleasant music
by Michelle Farrell
Arts Editor

Y

et again, another load
of album reviews for you to chew
on!
The Revolving Paint Dream - Off
To Heaven
“The Revolving Paint Dream is
not just another band. They are
not a band at all.” So says the
record jacket, and it speaks the
truth. The band is shrouded in a
veil of aloofness, revealing them¬
selves only through their music.

newer songs. Surprisingly, Zevon
played only four songs from the
new album, relying more upon his
older, better known material.
Whatever the case may be, he and
his band cranked through songs
like “Werewolves of London”,
“Johnny Strikes Up the Band”,
“Boom Boom Mancini”, and
“Poor, Poor Pitiful Me” with tre¬
mendous energy and confidence.
The infamous Zevon biting wit
was evidenced as he poked fun at
the NFL Players strike, Ronald
Reagan, and, of course, “The
Gym.” His songs have not lost
that biting edge in the five years
between albums. Most notably
“Detox Mansion” makes fun of
detox centers of the rich and fa¬
mous, saying “I’m going to Detox
Mansion...I’m going raking leaves
with Liza/ Me and Liz clean up
the yard.”
Despite the small crowd, hor¬
rible acoustics, and occasional
playing mistake, Zevon put on an
entertaining and exciting show.

Dancers link souls at
informal recital
by Rebecca Laroche
Student Correspondent

S.

Record Reviews
They were early pioneers of Eng¬
land’s Creation record label’s
brand of morose-yet-upbeat mu¬
sic. The distanced vocals create a
unique brand of light, but melan¬
cholic psyche/pop. Songs like
“Stop the World” and “Walter
Valentine’s Dead” are airy, wist¬
ful tunes draped with haunting
torture. In contrast, the album
also presents such inspired, zippy
ditties such as “My My Hey Hey”
and “7 Seconds.” I love this al¬
bum. “The Revolving Paint
Dream are forever.’^
Meat Puppets - I Can’t Be
Counted On/Paradise, 12“ single
Great great great! This promo
single, from the soon-to-be-released-lp Huevos, continues much
along the same musical lines as the
band’s last album Mirage. The
second side, “Paradise,” is an ex¬
cellent song. It’s totally Meat
Puppets.
Boys Don’t Cry - Boys Don’t Cry
Well, this record seemed to start
off agreeably, but then things
turned ugly. It’s just more of that
tired-old-synth-poop that gets
played in bad dance clubs. I think
the group’s influences were Styx,
Queen, and Janet Jackson.
Of a Mesh - Broken
The vocals on this New York
band’s ep sound old Jim Kerr-ish,
only they are much better. The
music is solid doom and gloom
punk, containing a New Order
beat played on a real drum set and
some vigorous heavy guitar
(played by a female!). “Guillo¬
tine” is a competent effort and
“Life’s Liquid” is alright, but the

of the band, seemed occasionally
withdrawn from the music,
though the other lead singer (and
bass player) John Doe attempted
to keep the pace and was more
successful. The band was strong
in its set, playing tightly, with oc¬
casional vigor.
Zevon made his first appear¬
ance in Portland in over four and
a half years Tuesday night, on his
tour of the country supporting his
latest album Sentimental Hygiene,
his best work in nearly a decade.
His last album, The Envoy, re¬
leased in 1982, fared poorly at the
record shops, and for a number of
years he drifted without a record
contract. Now signed with Virgin
Records, Zevon recorded Hygiene
with members of R.E.M. last win¬
ter and spring, and has put out one
of the better albums of the year
thus far.
The show opened with his 1978
hit “Lawyers, Guns, and
Money”, and moved through a
mix of older material and some

two other tracks seem to try too
hard.
Boom Crash Opera - Boom Crash
Opera
Okay, picture this... Paul Young
and Freddie Mercury become one
person and join INXS and then
put out an album under the name
“Boom Crash Opera.”
Plasticland - Salon
Plasticland seems to have ma¬
tured from their earlier records.
The songs aren’t as ridiculously
shallow and predictably as earlier
ones like “Flower Scene,” (which
my friend and I could sing along
to before we finished hearing it the
first time.) The lyrics continue to
be stupid such as “It’s time to
shake and move/Whatever dance
you feel compelled to do” from
“Go A Go Go Time.” These fel¬
lahs are the self-proclaimed 60’s
pop-psyche revivalist kings, a feat
which they manage to live up to
quite well, mainly because the two
band leaders were part of the real
paisley-hippie-psychedelic gener¬
ation. Although the bands image
is quite laughable (“They are
loathsome” according to one dis¬
gusted listener), the tunes on this
new album are okay when taken
lightly. I particularly enjoyed “A
Quick Commentary on Wax Mu¬
seums,” a fuzzy little number.

Daddy In His Deep Sleep - Alone
With Daddy
Daddy In His Deep Sleep sound
like a really fast R.E.M. (includ¬
ing vocals) with two guitars on
songs like “Play the Part” and
“Santa Claus and Jesus.” The al¬
bum, produced by Scott Miller of
Game Theory, is darn good. Jef¬
frey Layton’s vocals are similarto
Michael Stipe, but he shares sing¬
ing duties with Lori Bauer whose
sound is somewhere between Ex¬
ene Cervenka and Belinda Carli¬
sle. When added to the hard-edged
music, their voices blend pleas¬
antly in creating an overall splen¬
did din of noise.

'upportive energy radiated
from Schaeffer Theatre through
the African tribal music of Lad¬
ysmith Black Mambazo and the
ensemble spirituality of dancer’s
movements. The art of modern
dance connected Bates College
with Bowdoin College in what was
an “informal” recital. Thursday
evening’s performance was an
honest communion of talents, the
result of six days of working as
one.
Six dancers from Bates and five
from the Bowdoin community
came together under the direction
of Myrna Packer and Art Bridg¬
man, a professional dance/cho¬
reography duo from New York
City. Bridgman and Packer cho¬
reographed the performance, seen
for the first time at Bates, and ap¬
plauded the students on their col¬
laborations. The dance, named
“Amen”, revealed souls linked
together through arms, legs, and

torsos. Dancers moved* in two’s,
three’s, or ten’s. Interestingly, the
solos were not a show of individ¬
uality but a display of lack of
community, as the dancer pushed
and pulled with a nonexistent
partner.
The dance was performed twice
Thursday night, then the follow¬
ing afternoon at Bowdoin. Be¬
tween the two performances,
Bridgman and Packer, along with
the students answered questions
from the audience about the cre¬
ation of the work, which gave new
insight when viewing the perform¬
ance the second time.
After the student perform¬
ances, the professionalism of
Bridgman and Packer was allowed
to shine on the stage. The team
performed two duets. The first
was entitled “Hypercharge”, a
buoyant piece inspired by the the¬
ory of anti-gravity. The next num¬
ber, “Castrado,” was much more
somber. It involved Bridgman and
Packer in a power struggle illu¬
sion, both of them being eventu¬
ally stripped of their potency in
the end.

Noonday Concert Series
continued from page 8

include new music students and
guest performers. One distinctly
different noonday concert during
the month of November will fea¬
ture a soloist singing poems of
Emily Dickinson set to the music
of Aaron Copland. In addition,
for those inclined to the cosmic,

one current Bates student will ex¬
ecute his original pieces on syn¬
thesizers.
Covering a wide range on the
musical spectrum, the Noonday
Concert Series encompasses-' an
entertaining view of the talent
which flourishes in our commu¬
nity.

Zack Robbins, '89, and Michael Foley, '89, lead dance troop. Colin B. Browning photo.
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Upcoming
Events

September 25, 1987

♦ Sept. 25, Event: The Robinson Players and Bates Arts Society present •
The Pan Arts Party, a bonanza chalk-full-of-fun, and one not to
be missed, featuring new music, art, and films. 9:30 p.m. Skelton
and Chase Lounges.
t Sept. 25, Film and Lecture: Assistant Professor of-ltalian at the Uni¬
versity of Rhode Island, Wally Sillanpoa, will present a lecture
on controversial Italian filmmaker, Pier Paolo Pasolini. Who Tells
the Truth Shall Die, a documentary on the life of the director will
be shown as part of the program. 7 p.m. Olin 104. Admission:
Free.
♦ Sept. 25,26, Dance Performance: The Portland Dance Center’s res¬
ident dance company, Ram Island Dance Company, will open
their 1987-88 “Dance Around Town” season with “new dances
in new spaces.” 8 p.m. State Street Church, Portland. Admis¬
sion: Fri. $9.50/$7.50 students and senior citizens, Sat. $10.50/
$8.50 students and senior citizens. Call 774-0465 ticket reserva¬
tions, or 773-2562 for further information.
t Sept. 25,26,27, The Film Board will show Hair, the tragicomic-counterculture-anti-establishment-Hippie-love story of the sixties, with
a great soundtrack. 7 p.m. Filene Room. Admission: $1.
$ Sept. 26, The reggae/ska band Bim Scla Bim will play, sponsored by
the Chase Hall Committee. 9:30 p.m. Chase Hall. Admission: $4.
| Sept. 27, Jazz Concert: Jazz vocalist Sheila Jordan will appear with
the Joy Spring Jazz Quartet. 4 p.m. Railroad Square Cinema,
Wate'rville. Admission: $6 in advance, $7 the day of the show.
For further information call 873-6526.

| Sept. 29, Noonday Concert: Harpsichordist Marion Anderson, as
sociate professor of music at Bates, will play Couperin’s Sixth
Suite from Book II. 12:30 p.m. Olin Concert Hall. Admission
Free.
t Oct. 1, Lecture: As part of the Bates College Lecture Series, Robert;
Bowman, Lt. Col., USAF (ret.), director of the Institute for Space!
and Security Studies, will speak about “Star Wars: Defense or;
Death Star?” 7:30 p.m. Chase Hall Lounge. Admission: Free.
& Oct. 2, Concert Series Performance: Internationally acclaimed pianist.
Richard Goode will present a program of Beethoven’s works aspart of the Bates College Concert Series. 8:15 p.m. Olin Concert.
Hall. Admission: $6/$3 students and senior citizens.
♦ Oct. 2, Traditional New England Country Dance: The Whistling
Thieves String Band will play and call for contra, square, circle,
and couple dances. 8:30 p.m. Chase Hall Lounge. Admission: $3
t Oct. 8, Lecture: Pulitzer Prize-winning composer Jacob Druckman,
chairman of the composition department at Yale School of Musicwill present a talk on “Personal Responsibility and the New Ro
manticism: A View of the New Aesthetic Changes of the Last 25
Years,” as a Phi Beta Kappa Visiting Lecturer. 8:00 p.m. Olin
Concert Hall. Admission: Free.
t Oct. 8, Poetry Reading: West Indian poet Derek Walcott will read.
8:00 p.m. Chase Hall Lounge. Admission: Free.
T Oct. 8, Exhibition Opening Reception: A reception celebrating the
opening of new exhibits in the museum; “Revealing the Spirit:
Paintings by Alice Neel,” “Style in Portraiture,” and “Recent
Gifts, 1986-87,” will be held. 8:00 p.m. Olin Museum of Art.

WRBC Fall Schedule
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Robert Mischler
Norman liiilliams

Keuin Doyle
John Branigan

Kristin Steuiart
Rngie Tmitchell
Sarah Pralle

Ham Durzy
Chris KLym
Rdam Lynn

Rdam Lynn
Susan Bridges

Diane Lee
John Haronian

Michael Byerly
Mark Cromett

Connie Chaplan
Linda Horoioitz

Graham luory
Beth Tener
Tim Donouan

Mark Grismold
Donald Moulds

Doug Tomasian

Eric Braitmayer
Chris Grunden

Ed Zuis
Gail Hegeman

John King
Sean Nolan
Douglas 0 OLympio

Adrienne Terry
Karen Laughlin

Larry Varmaloff
Bill Spound

Erica Goldsmith
Andrew Smith
Julie Ouellette

Melissa Friedling

Tom Fortin

P»t»r 6r.n<Jt
Jen Munoz-Levis
Maria Kourebanas
Jesse Stewart
_Mimi Pitta_

Chris OelCol
Brian Dauls

Tony Grima
Eliot Shepard

Tom Kugeman
John Buckman

Don Grouer
Mark Hodgson

Linda Johnson
Cyndi Gerstl

Craig Pepin

Julie Thompson
Lori Dolan

lenny liieisberg
Preston Moore
Bryan Duffy

Jono Aranow
Doug Galpin
Steven Shalit
Paul Paseos

Andrea Bueschel
Ulilliam Binan

Rdrian Collazo
Stephen Becker

Tracy Smith
laura Voung

Rlen lllinter
Chris Janak

Dan Broiudy
Ted Marshall

Peter Muise

Jftkm&ap

€ue0&ay

Weimesftay

Tim Schmitt

Dennis Gromelski
Craig Nelson

Lauren Holden
Brad Stratton

HiUry Vail
G*org« Rt»s*
Ian B1e«kit*g
Chris Carson

Nicole Bolduc
Rebecca Plummer
Rob True

Pete Champlin
Rndy Mullen
Chris UonJako

Peter Collins
Oauid McEuoy
Fred Hacker

Midnight - 3 RM

^fnirsiray
Leslie Henson
Elizabeth Leavitt
Tasker Smith
Carl Villmann

3 - 6 RM

6 - 8 RM

8

£d llllser
Ian Shearer

10 RM
Greg Manthei
Mike Seele L

10 - noon

noon - 2 PM

2 - 4 PM

4 - 6 PM

UJomyn’s Awareness

Eileen Moss
Courtnay Malcolm
Tamlsln Shoulb
Chris tliright
Beth LDeimer
Chris Hale
Ted Rossiter
Jim McRIlister

Sam Tingley
Megan Collins
Mindy mheeler

Jeff Day
Nick mharton

Darius Shahinfar

Ron Schneider

Howard Fine

Katherine Kretz
Oauid Coleman

Rllison K. Groues
6

8 PM

John LaMontagne
Jim Huleatt
Collin Brouining

tars McNab
8

10 PM
Keuin Hopper

10 - 12 PM

Rndy Henderson
flnne Modems

Scott Dalton
Gary Mantha

Michelle Farrell
Laura Smith

jaiysiy uyop

The Mary Capaldi
Dream Team"

Kelly F ogg
Zach Robbins
Robert St. Jean

Tom Goetz
Hons Dekker

Rob Myers
Daue Kissner

Matt Pollitz
Todd Lee

Brendan Krause

Jess Neuins

iu|oo|bh uag

Chris Keller

Rndree Cheney

Ralph Ginorio

y2 HOUR FREE
3 SELF-SERVE TYPING
FINE

WINES

AND

FOODS

WELCOMES BATES STUDENTS
■
■
■
■
■

Cafe and Full Retail
Fresh Coffee beans—brewed by the
Sandwiches & Soups
Beers and Fine Wines —To Go
Delicious Deli Sandwiches

i

_

kinkO'S

^95 Main St.
Auburn

783-6312

Downtown Auburn's Finest Delicatessen

News Magazine
Tim Dichiara

WINTER • SPRING • SUMMER • FALL
STUDY FOR ONE YEAR OR LESS AT

OXFORD
Several Colleges of Oxford University have invited WISC to
recommend qualified students to study under the tutorial
system as Visiting Students or Associate Students for one
year or for one or two terms. Upper Sophomore status is
required, and graduate study is available.
Integrated student housing, social activities, tours offered by
WISC. A special summer session is directed by WISC.
Past student evaluations available.

782-8911

INTERN IN
WASHINGTON

cup

Bring this ad in for a 10% discount on one of our
deli sandwiches.
Offer expires: Sept. 30

78 Main Street

■ ■

Chris Barclay

Scott Rghababian
Dan Gleason

BACK TO SCHOOL SPECIAL

Good month of October, 1987
Only one coupon per visit

Bates Connection

WROUEST

REGGIE’S
AUTO SUPPLY
Open 7 days a week
516 Sabattus St.
784-7368
(at corner of Russell and Sabattus)

SUMMER 1988
Pre-professional program: internships in Congress, the
media, the White House, think tanks, etc. Related
courses in Government or Journalism.

The Washington International Studies Center
Room 713A, 901 Six Street SW
Washington, DC 20024
(202) 337-9378/9379
(EO/AA)
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A lesson rises from the ashes of Auschwitz
In recent months, our genera¬
tion has been re-exposed to fresh
accounts of what exactly hap¬
pened to Jews, Gypsies, homosex¬
uals and any other “undesira¬
bles” unfortunate enough to get
trapped in Nazi Europe.
The Klaus Barbie trial this sum¬
mer uncovered old wounds in
France about that country’s treat¬
ment of Jews during its fascist Vi¬
chy regime. French youth were
shocked to hear personal accounts
of deportations, separations of
six-year-old children from their
parents to be gassed in death
chambers, and brutal details of
how Barbie himself tortured and
raped one Jewish woman for
twenty-three straight days.
Israel, a country that exists to
honor those martyrs who were
murdered in World War II, is con¬
ducting the trial of John Deman- ■
juk, the alleged Nazi prison guard
“Ivan the Terrible.” Survivors
have testified that he attacked
pregnant women with garden hoes ,
killed the fetuses, then physi¬
cally ripped the women apart. Is¬
raeli children have been horrified
to learn what happened to their
families.
Finally, there has been a world¬
wide furor over Austrian Presi¬
dent Kurt Waldheim’s war record,
and how he served his Nazi su¬
periors. At best, Mr. Waldheim is

a liar who felt compelled to cover
up his war record. The worst is
seemingly unthinkable: that a for¬
mer Nazi collaborator is now the
President of a democratic nation¬
state.
Questions have arisen in my
mind. How much do American
youth know about the horrors of
the Second World War? Are Bates
Students fully aware of the grisly
events that took place? Has the
significance of how a cultured,
western, intellectual nation-state
transformed itself into a viciously
efficient, sadistic genocide ma¬
chine lost its meaning?
While in Israel last semester I
met a man named Mr. Wolf at a
bank. He was an older man, about
seventy, and he had what I thought
was some type of European ac¬
cent. We talked a bit about the
bank lines, politics and history. He
knew what seemed to me a lot
about WWII so I asked how he
knew so much and he raised his
right arm, revealed a tatoo, and
said with a distant stare, “Ausch¬
witz, #14963.”
I felt awkward, but I also felt
the need to speak with him and try
to understand what happened to
him. Mr. Wolf spent four years
and eight months in Auschwitz,
the most brutal of all the concen¬
tration camps. He was liberated
on March 4, 1945 by the Ameri¬

can Eighth Army Division.
He came from Poland, and at
one time considered himself a
Polish patriot, until his Polish
neighbors were more interested in
acquiring his business than help ing to save his life. Non-Jewish
business competitors won cus¬
tomers by branding his shop a
“Jew store.” Merchandise wasn’t
the issue, racism was. He was de¬
ported to Auschwitz in 1940 along
with the rest of his Jewish friends.

Eric Freeman
He worked in a motor pool,
where he witnessed the beating of
a fellow prisoner because the Ger¬
man commander couldn’t fix his
commandant’s jeep engine. Mr.
Wolf, who used to work on his
father’s car, offered to fix the jeep
in order to save themselves from
another beating. He too was
beaten by the Nazi for “attempt¬
ing to embarrass him in front of
the others.” Mr. Wolf was
knocked unconscious after several
blows to the head with a wrench.
Ironically, the next day the same
man asked Mr. Wolf to fix the en¬
gine for him, and offered him a
salami and Turkey sandwich as an
apology for the previous day’s
beating. A salami and Turkey
sandwich at Auschwitz.!
This man tormented Mr. Wolf

for nine months, one day beating
him, the next day making amends
by offering him some scrap of
food. The man was finally trans¬
ferred somewhere else and Mr.
Wolf described this time as the
worst ever at Auschwitz.
He described how Hitler cap¬
tured 20,000 Russian soldiers, and
caged them in the 100 degree heat
for seven days without a shower,
without food and only enough
water to keep them alive. By the
end of the week many were dead,
others killed themselves and the
remainder fought with each other,
sometimes until death. The
POW’s were then paraded into
Berlin so Hitler could declare his
intention to “bring civilization to
a land of animals.”
Mr. Wolf then said to me, “you
go to a university, you are a bright
boy, if I put you in a rotten cage
in 100 degree weather and fed you
salty things for three days, and
never bathed you, you would be¬
come rabid. Auschwitz was a big
rotten cage.”
There were so many more things
he told me that were so seemingly
incomprehensible. Bathing once
every thirteen days With what they
knew was soap made from hu¬
mans. Conditions in the barracks

were so crowded and squalid that
you couldn’t move while people
defecated from top bunks onto
people in lower bunks. When
someone died at night, the body
was pushed out of the bunks onto
living people to make room. I
filled fourteen pages in my jour¬
nal that evening.
I’m not sure how much I came
to understand what happened. I
did realize that I sometimes may
take things for granted. Only
70,000 Jews lived from a concen¬
tration camp population of six
million. How did it happen? Why
did it happen? Will people re¬
member even after the last survi¬
vor passes away?
After three hours of conversa¬
tion at a small restaurant, we paid
our bill and left. I offered to take
him to dinner but he declined and
only said he hoped to see me again
sometime. Out of instinct, I kissed
him on both cheeks. He said he
would like to switch ages with me
and be young again, then he was
gone. I turned and left to go back
to my dorm, but I couldn’t. I just
stood there and began to cry.
Eric Freeman is a columnist for
the Student.

Variations on a curriculum
In my last article, “Is Bates
Breeding the Illiterate Elite?”, I
argued that Bates should return to
a core curriculum in the interest of
creating a more complete educa¬
tion and more awareness of our
cultural heritage. After reading
the Letters to the Editor, and re¬
reading the column, I felt that the
topic required more discussion Is
a core curriculum administratively,
sible? Would it cause admissions
to plummet? What should this
curriculum consist of? After some
thought, I found my answers to
some of these questions encour¬
aging, others annoying.
On the question of what the re¬
quirements should be, I made a
stab at creating my own system
(“the Dan Jacoby way”: see the
Letters to the Editor). On the as¬

sumption that every aspect of the
requirement system is a sham, and
that a core curriculum was the an¬
swer, I set to work. I began by de¬
ciding which courses were the
most significant, and built a man¬
datory four-semester requirement
system which would produce lib¬
erally-educated graduates with a

Daniel Jacoby
strong knowledge of and feeling
for their cultural heritage. To my
mild annoyance, I found I had in¬
vented a four-semester program
which would be administratively
infeasible, extremely inflexible,
and would serve only to convince
applicants that Bates was a truly
miserable place.
The second attempt seemed

more reasonable. Instead of hav¬
ing two years of set requirements,
I considered that each field of
study (science, humanities, and so
forth) should be able to create its
own set of requirements from
which students could choose.
Again, to my mild annoyance, I
found I had invented the system
which Bates already has. This sys¬
tem, while it allows for higher un¬
derstanding in the areas that in¬
terest the students, still does not
seem adequate. It was still possi¬
ble to graduate from the school
knowing absolutely nothing about
out cultural heritage, and the in¬
tellectual traditions of the West,
of which we are the products. So
much for the second attempt.
The final attempt at articulating
(continued on page 12)

P.E. is not handled well
Despite their insistence on a gym credit re¬
quirement, the Department of Physical Edu¬
cation seems eager to prevent, or at least
hamper, the completion of that requirement.
First, there is the problem of discovering
when registration for gym courses were. The
advertisements for sign-ups were more than
merely inadequate; they were nonexistent. No
signs posted, no notices in mailboxes, no sheets
on Commons tables... nothing. Not even a
nominal mention in the Newsletter. Accord¬
ing to this year’s student catalog, “[t]he student
is expected to complete this [PE] requirement
in the freshman year.” But this doesn’t permit
the administration to not notify upperclassmen
when registration was. If gym credits are a
graduation requirement, they should be treated
as seriously as other requirements, and this car¬
ries over into registration. No one forgot when
to sign up for classes; similarly, everyone should
have known when PE sign-ups were.

In addition, the courses being offered are al
times when most students have classes: 9 AM
to 12 noon. The only exceptions are swimming,
dance, aerobics, and first aid classes. This se¬
verely limits the list that students with con¬
gested morning schedules have to choose from.
There are many normal classes after noon; there
should be a variety of gym classes as well.
What can be done? The Student suggests the
following measures. First and foremost, more
advertising is needed for when and where sign¬
ups are. Have the RCs post it on all dormitory
billboards, put slips on Commons tables, do
whatever is necessary to get the word out.
And there should be more classes, at more
convenient times, so students have a chance of
completing their requirements. One example
would be more classes at 7 or 8 at night, when
students have more time. Without the imple¬
mentation of ideas like these, PE credits will be
required but inaccessible.
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Questions and answers with Chris and Alex
In a continuing effort to bridge
the gap between the layman’s view
of the world and the realities of
our ever-changing universe, we’ve
decided to answer the questions of
a few of our inquisitive readers.
While we do consider ourselves
public servants, our license has yet
to arrive ia the mail, so the facts
presented herein won’t (repeat:
will not) hold up in a state or fed¬
eral court.
If you have a question that’s
been itching the inside of your
head, or just some trifling ponderance you’ve been toying with,
let us know! We’re user friendly
and we’re open 24 hours a day.
Let’s begin, shall we?
“How does aspirin work?”
writes little Johnny Sprain, an 8
year-old reader from Cowbelch,
Iowa.

Alex Winter &
Chris Janak
To answer little John’s ques¬
tion, we first rounded up a few lo¬
cal stray dogs and then strapped
them into the gurney we keep in
the basement. After carefully viv¬
isecting them with precise kitchen
utensils, we realized that we had
forgotten to feed them any aspi¬
rin.
Taking a slightly more scientific
tack, we consulted Dr. Yvette Macone of the Bayone, N.J., Insti¬
tute of Social Health and Plumb¬
ing. She explained to us that as¬
pirin works on your brain in much
the same way that brake fluid does
in a car, that is, it lubricates the
stopping mechanisms and pro¬
vides smooth transition for mul¬
tiple neuron flow.
Well, we hope that clears up
your question, John, and pass it
on to all the kids at P.S. 3.

“Where does Play-Doh come
from?” asks Bill Cowbelch, a
Vietnam Veteran from Little
Johnny, Iowa. That’s an easy one
Bill! Even city-slickers like us will
tell you that it’s mined in scenic
Djibouti-Djibouti, Africa.
These colorful lumps of clay ar?
wrenched from the famous PlaySkool mines. Those multicolored
tunnels are a popular tourist at¬
traction, but travelers beware!
There is a risk of fatal Green Lung
Disease, victims of which are
prone to cough up green slimy
globs often mistaken for Gumby
figurines. Get it? Got it?! Good!!
“How did I get this stupid
name?” inquires Fred DjiboutiDjibouti of Los Angeles, Ala¬
bama. Our advice to you, “Fred”,
is to quit your whining, and let the
concerned citizens with relevant
questions speak up, like Ray D.
O’Shack of The Great Beyond
who posed this one:
“When will they start putting
the cocaine back in Coca-Cola?”
Well Ray, we’re busying ourselves
with that one problem right this
very minute. Our political action
group, B.G.B.H. (Big Guys for
Better Highs) is currently petition¬
ing the executives of the CocaCola Corporation for just that
cause. We’re also trying to get
them to put the grain alcohol back
in Mountain Dew. Until those ef¬
forts come to fruition, however,
you can satisfy your cravings by
rushing down to your local corner
store and picking up a six-pack of
Jolt.
And speaking of beverages,
Toulouse “Biff” Lautrec of the
Milwaukee Fine and Not-SoShabby Arts Institute wrote in
with a humdinger of a question on
a topic that’s near and dear to our
hearts. He asks: “How is beer
made?” Well Biff, to answer this
one, we spoke to Dr. Yvvette Mac-

connee of Bayone Brewery Inc.
She informed us that the first stop
on the beer trail is a chicken farm.
Here, thousands of chickens are
meticulously searched for the fin¬
est quality feathers by highly
qualified technicians who wear
clown costumes to keep up the
morale of those stubborn birds.
Once the feathers are plucked,
they are stewed in molasses to give
the beer its unique bite. The re¬
sulting mixture is then strained
into a hearty cheese sauce which
comes all the way from your own
Wisconsin, Biff. (Normally, dark
cheddar is used, but a milder va¬
riety is substituted for light beer.)
The mixture is then boiled, and a
few bottles of wood aJcohoI are
added for flavor. Each batch is al¬
lowed to stand in a rusty drum un¬
til it’s just right, anywhere from
two to three days to a full decade.
Kinda’ makes you lick your lips,
doesn’t it Biff? We’d tell you how
they make ale, but we don’t have
the space. However, we will give
you a hot tip: It involves cigarette
butts.
In a similar vein, a reader who
is apparently ashamed of his or
her real name wrote in as I.M.
Wasted of Bowdoin College quer¬
ying “What is a good remedy for
a hangover?” Well, I.M., if you
can drag yourself out of bed and
get yourself down to the kitchen,
why don’t you have a whack at
this one? Drop two eggs into a tall
glass of milk and heat to a sim¬
mer. Add a large lump of ground
chuck, a few cups of tomato juice,
and a shot of rum—we recom¬
mend Bacardi’s 151. A couple
glasses of that brew should clean
your system right out. This is a
pretty good remedy, but right now
our lab scientists are expanding
the boundaries and pushing the
limits of research by enthusiasti¬
cally vivisecting dogs in the search

Letters to the Editor

Jameson at ground zero ?
To the Editor:
Mr. Jonathan Jameson’s arti¬
cle, “Nuclear disarmament: the
modern day Zopyrus” contains a
number of points which I take is¬
sue with. Mr. Jameson makes ex¬
plicit his contempt for what he
calls liberal idealism with respect
to the nuclear debate. Without a
doubt there are some people in this
country who believe that arms
control agreements are the magic
wands to end wars in this century.
There is nothing strange about this
stand. You would also find people
on the other side of the debate
who would have nothing to do
with arms control agreements,
whether they are enforceable or
not. A critical evaluation of such
positions reveals a lack of knowl¬
edge about the real issues in¬
volved. Sheer frustration over the
rather boring and occasionally
mystifying atmosphere that sur¬
rounds nuclear arms talks be¬
tween the superpowers does in¬
deed tax the patience of otherwise
good and well-meaning citizens.
But the issues involved in the nu¬
clear debate are such that we need
a wealth of knowledge and a good
deal of patience to come to grips
with our actual predicament.
Most obviously Mr. Jameson
must have had in mind those in¬

for a better one. It’s just one as¬
pect of our unique quest for a bet¬
ter tomorrow.
Miss Sally-Mae Goodwrench of
The Phylis Diller Women’s Cor¬
rectional Institute asks “What do
they do with the soda pop cans
you bring back for a nickel?”
Well, Sally-Mae, it seems that in¬
formation is just this side of being
classified by the government of the
U.S. of A.. Luckily for our faith¬
ful readers, we have a few inside
contacts, and after we shelled out
a few Jacksons, we dug up these
startling facts. It turns out that
those cans, worth a nickel to you
and me, are shipped to a Federal
Redemption Center in Cowbelch,
Iowa and melted down. That

Curriculum
continued from page 11

“The Dan Jacoby Way”, while
not necessarily the pinnacle of
perfection, was at least an im¬
provement on attempts one and
two. There are three parts of this
system, corresponding to the three
weakest links in the Bates educa¬
tion. The first has already been
mentioned: the need for knowl¬
edge of the Western intellectual
tradition. I believe a required,
two-credit, two-semester course,
which could be taken at any time,
known as “Western Civilization”,
would do the trick. This course
would focus on the intellectual
history of the West: our intellec¬
tual tradition, our origins. With¬
out knowledge of our own tradi¬
tion, we have no intellectual con¬
text in which to understand our
world. Moreover, it is near im¬
possible to understand another
civilization’s traditions if one does
not even understand one’s own.
The proposed course would be in¬
ter-disciplinary, taught by some
combination of the Philosophy,
Religion, English, History and Art
History departments, and similar
in format to the proposed sym¬
posium system which may be of¬
fered in the short term.
The second and third weak
points which could be strength¬
ened involve language. The Eng¬
lish and foreign language depart¬
ments should be given special at¬
tention in a liberal arts education,
as they teach not only the ability
to analyze and interpret, but also
the art of communication. The
ability to articulate effectively is
the mark of an educated person.
Moreover, in economic terms, it is
invaluable when one begins to
look for a job, and is vital for an

formed writers who think arms
with the threat of nuclear war in
control agreements are better than
place of an arms control agree¬
no agreements at all. If that is the
ment his article might have carried
case, then Mr. Jameson misses the
more weight with this writer.
core belief of this group when he
George Ahia ’90
asserts that “for this group of po¬
litical observers, nuclear arms are
the pivotal factor in the interna¬
tional peace equation.” Nothing
in the writings of “liberal paci¬
The Bates Student
fists” portrays such a naive read¬
ing of the nuclear question as Mr.
Jameson claims. The issue is not
what arms control can do for
peace. Instead, it is what it can do
to avoid a nuclear war, with all its
grotesque consequences. The ar¬
gument put forward by those Mr.
To the Editor:
fortunate enough to go to college,
Jameson chooses to call pacifist
doesn’t
mean everyone else is. If
Is
it
a
“decline
in
Bates’
edu¬
liberals is that arms control agree¬
cation” as Dan Jacoby leads us to someone doesn’t go to college,
ments are so far the one effective
believe, just because a four se¬ does this mean they shouldn’t be
means to enjoin both superpowers
mester sequence of study, created able to understand the evening
to a series of tension-reducing
so
that “each student should have news?
steps that would reduce the .
The purpose of college is to
essential familiarity with the main
chances of war breaking out.
fields of human knowledge” was achieve a level of higher under¬
Without an arms control agree¬
discontinued by the college? I standing in areas that interest each
ment—and considering the very
think not. You see, Dan, I went to one of us. If I were to give up two
fundamental political and ideo¬
High School to learn where the years of my college education to
logical differences between the
“Straight of Hormuz” is located. be spoon-fed more high school
Soviet and American societies—
If
public schools do not exist for type learning, I wouldn’t waste
the superpowers would be hardthe
purpose of familiarizing thousands of dollars to come to
pressed to find a common ground
to conduct relations between youths with the “main fields of Bates. In other nations, students
human knowledge,” then why do are taught the Dari Jacoby way.
them.
they
exist? Just because we are Japanese students can spew out
Maybe if Mr. Jameson had gone
on to offer his own strategy to deal

First in News

mountainous mass of molten
metal is actually used to mint
dimes. Yet another example of
that zany American ingenuity!!
Finally, Mr. Salty of Nabisco,
Nebraska writes in to ask: “Why
do people eat pork rinds?”
Sorry, pal, we’re stumped.
Well,trendsetters, that wraps up
another week’s worth of food for
thought. There’s an angry mob
outside chanting slogans about
animal rights and trampling our
Victory Garden. What could they
possibly want? Looks like we may
have to break out the Super Elas¬
tic Bubble Plastic. That ought to
get rid of them.
Alex Winter and Chris Janak just
might be columnists for the Stu¬
dent.

effective economy.
The ability to speak and write in
a foreign language is important
not only in the interest of expand¬
ing cultural horizons and combat¬
ting xenophobia, but also has an
economic base. The United States
seems to be slowly and reluctantly
entering the world market, and
communication is a vital part of
that entrance. That is where the
jobs will be in the immediate fu¬
ture.
Therefore, the second aspect of
this plan would involve a fresh¬
man writing course. In this class,
students would learn to write in
different styles, and, more impor¬
tantly, would get an enormous
amount of practice. The third
and final change would involve,
as the history department now re¬
quires, two full semesters of the
same foreign language.
I hope these suggestions are se¬
riously considered by the faculty
and the students. The addition of
requirements, while it does add a
degree of inflexibility in the stu¬
dents curriculum, acknowledges
that the faculty may, in fact, know
a bit more about education than
the students. A two-year core cur¬
riculum is infeasible. However, an
effective liberal-arts education in¬
volves not only involves excellence
of the parts, but some coherence
to the whole.
Daniel Jacoby is a columnist for
the Student.
Photographer in need of
male models for photo layout
For more information call

784-9761

Core curriculum stifles freedom
tons of facts, however, they lack
the creativity that makes America
what it is today. I want to learn
what I wish, and I don’t think I’m
any more illiterate than someone
else, just because l haven’t read
Moby Dick. This idiot Dan
quotes, named Alan Bloom, says
that college education has “failed
democracy and impoverished
souls.” I always thought that in¬
dependence, the right to expand
your horizons in the directions
that you see fit, is what democ¬
racy was all about.
-Lenny Weisberg ’88
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The minority problem at Bates

Minorities at Bates : Why so few?
continued from page 3

should not admit someone at
Bates who cannot handle the work
or who will not get the kind of
support they need,” says Shannon
Banks.“It is our supposition that
we are not doing them any favor
at all because they will end up
being miserable academically,”
adding that the social adjustment
to Bates is tough enough.
Yet
another reason that Bates has
trouble building up its minority
population is that minority stu¬
dents are in demand. Bates is cer¬
tainly not the only school trying to
recruit minorities. All the 3,000
other colleges and universities also
are actively interested in diversity.
As Dean Branham says, “It is not
a problem unique to Bates.”
Dean Hiss comments on this
“ferocious competition” that
Bates faces. “We admit a good
number of students”,
he
says,“and see a lot of them go to
Ivy League schools.”
Banks adds to Hiss’ comments
by saying that “we are in a really
tough position...we are competing
with those schools (Ivy League)
for the same population:”
This reason behind the problem
is a bone of contention for some.
As one Bates minority student put
it, “I just don’t buy that line...if
blacks are good enough for other
schools, they won’t come here.”

fied for there but more qualified
here.”
Dean Reese concurs with that
belief to a certain extent. He says
“I think a lot of students who are
vry capable of going to Bates that
are not in a highly qualified pool
based on tests scores or whatever,
are passed over.” He adds, “It is
not even a question of Bates not
giving them a chance because we
haven’t found them yet. We’ve
been finding the best and we need
to find people who can be near the
best.”
In admissions, Banks says that
many minorities who do come to
Bates come as a result of the Early
Decision process and don’t have
time to find out about what they
can get from other schools, espe¬
cially of a financial nature. She
also says simply that “ we don’t
feel comfortable taking kids be¬
low a certain point because we
don’t have the support systems for
them”.
A fourth reason that Bates has
trouble attracting minority stu¬
dents (with the assumption-a gen¬
eral one, to be sure, but often true

Another student said that he
wouldn’t have come here if he
could have got into Harvard. Ob¬
viously, there is no comparison
between Bates and Harvard so
why is Bates competing with
them? As one student put it,
“They are trying to recruit blacks
who
could get into Harvard in¬
stead of kids who are less quali¬

nonetheless-that many minority
candidates would need substan¬
tive financial aid) has to do with
financial aid. Many schools do
what is called Preferential Packaging(PP). The schools don’t re¬
quire students to take out a loan
or necessarily do work study. For
example, if a student needed
$10,000, a school that uses PP

c
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Dean of Admissions and Financial Aid William Charles Hiss. File photo.

would give that student the
money. Bates, the only school in
NESCAC (New England Small
College Athletic Conference) that

“It is Bates’ position that we should not admit
someone to Bates who cannot handle the work or
who will not get the support they need.”
- Assistant Dean of Admissions Shannon Banks
does not use PP, on the other hand
would offer that student $7,500 in
aid and instruct that student to
take out a $2,500 student loan.
Bates doesn’t use PP for two
reasons, the first of which is that
it doesn’t really have the money
and secondly it is a philosophical
choice. Is it really fair to non-mi¬
norities who may also not wish to

be burdened with loans?
Another concern is that the
price of Bates is restrictive. The
tag of $15,600 is too intimidating
to many. While this is true for
non-minorities as well, the price
tag is more of a concern for a mi¬
nority population that statistics
show to be economically de¬
prived.
Says Dean Hiss, “That worries
me a great deal. A lot of families
who do not understand how the
financial aid system works and do
look at the; initial coipprehen si yqo
fee, cross out excellent colleges to
which they would be accepted and
funded if they applied. Our job is
to encourage those people to ap¬
ply.”
Even beyond attracting candi-

dates though is the question of
how to get people to actually come
once they are accepted. Says Dean
Reese, “We can get all the appli¬
cations in but that doesn’t mean
that people are going to pick us.”
The small number of minority
students already here, the lack of
minority faculty, minority sup¬
port systems and curriculum that
adequately introduces minority
contributions are all factors that
make Bates a not so attractive
place to prospective minority stuYols-id }jj;it voma? 3ft)

These issues concerning faculty,
curriculum and support systems
and others such as life at Bates for
minorities plus possible ways to
remedy the situation will be dis¬
cussed in part two of this report.

IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO FIND OUT MORE ABOUT
THE WILLIAMS - MYSTIC PROGRAM
PLEASE JOIN US FOR AN ILLUSTRATED TALK
WEDNESDAY, 7 OCTOBER, NOON

ROWE ROOM

OR CONTACT DEANS OFFICE

Fall or Spring Semester

dim ANNE*
% court

si.

ANTIQUE & CURIO SHOP
TEL. 782-0638 AUBURN, ME.

MON-SAT
SUN

10-5
NOON-5

Month of October —
—All Vintage Clothing 50% Off—
Get Your Halloween Costumes Now!

25 % Off Linens and Tapestries
wide array of collectibles, art deco, nouveau, rhinestone
to estate jewelry, pierced earrings, clothing from the 1890s
to the 1950s and other fine things from the past

AMERICAN
MARITIME
STUDIES
Accredited by

WILLIAMS COLLEGE
Taught at

MYSTIC SEAPORT MUSEUM

□
□
□
□
□

Ecology
Economics
Biology
History
Literature

□
.□
□
□

American Studies
Public Policy
Oceanography
Off-Shore Research

The Williams-Mystic Program oilers you a challenging opportunitv
locus one semester ol your studies on our relationship with the sea
living in cooperative house?
stic Seaport Museum, vou can cr
outstanding maritime eollei
and library, well-equipped marine
oastal environment You take lour William
laboratory, and diverse eoas
College courses in history.
v, literature, oceanography or marine ecblc
:an also develop new maritime skills under
al instruction, including boat building, maintenance, sailing
il navigation You spend ten days offshore on the schooner K
iiril, undertaking research and gaining experience on board a
vessel. The incomparable facilities ol the Museum. Mystic's
marine habitat, and the companionship ol fellow students in
a the sea, provide an exceptional setting for maritime studies

WILLIAMS-MYSTIC PROGRAM • MYSTIC SEAPORT MUSEUM, INC. • MYSTIC, CONNECTICUT 06355 • (203) 572-0711 Exl. 359
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1988 yearbook looks promising
continued from page 4

PHOIOb
FOR THE

1988
MIRROR
ARE DUE
DECEMBER 18

AT
CHASE HALL
- -r:

,,

The looming editor of the yearbook, Laura B. Smith. Photo by Colin B.
Browning.

been dissatisfaction with the con¬
tent of the yearbook. For exam¬
ple, although the ’86 edition was
overall a good book, it did have
some flaws such as not containing
enough candid photographs. This
is being remedied this year by Mr.
Tillman’s efforts to get help from
more student photographers. Film
is supplied and development is
done by the photographer him¬
self.
Finally, the bad reputation

After years of problems, the
yearbook’s current editors are fi¬
nally getting things under control
and working together to overcome
past mistakes. Their enthusiasm

Cor. Horton & Sabattus Sts.
Lewiston, Me.
- Phones 2-0701-2-9301 -

With the time and effort that
will be put into production, Smith
comments, “The ’88 book should
be amazing!”

Womens’ soccer ties Clark,
falls to Middlebury
continued from page 5

in the first half Middlebury scored
to even the game. In the second
half senior goal keeper Brenda
Gostanian had to leave the game
with a back injury. Freshman
Traci Fliggins was called on to fill
in at the position she is not used
to playing. Boettcher was im¬
pressed with the poise Higgins
showed under the conditions. She
got the job done going the second
half without allowing a goal.
Again Bates was put into overtime
action but this time they came out
on the losing end.

**

sophomore Johanna Michel Jo
halfback it will create the offense
Bates is looking for.
Another concern for Bates is the
amount of shots on goal they have
allowed. Unlike the low numbers
that they tallied last year, so far
they have allowed 21 and 30 shots
on goal. Boettcher attributed this
to the level of their opponents and

Although the Bobcats started
off slow Coach Boettcher is still
optimistic. She expressed pleasure
with the performance of freshmen
Paula Shea, Leah Ciappenelli and
Peggy Prendergrast. Right now
Boettcher is looking for “an extra
goal,” in each game. She hopes by
keeping Kapsalis up and moving

also the inability for the outside
middle fielders to get back on de¬
fense. So far Deb Sullivan has had
to “fend” for her self at sweeper.
Boettcher says they are “gear¬
ing up for the rest of the season.”
Time will tell as Bates goes up
against Tufts (ranked 10th in
N.E.) on Saturday at Tufts.

Amherst drops
mens ’ soccer
continued from page 5

SPAGHETTI-PIZZA-SPAGHETTI SAUCE

for the ’88 edition is genuine and
their efforts have helped the
book’s reputation. As Smith
points out, “The general attitude
is starting to change but we have
to keep people on top of things. If
there was another mess-up, the
bad reputation would stick for a
long time.”

which has resulted from all of
these problems has brought on
another problem, that being a lack
of enthusiasm in the production
of the book, and thus, a small
staff. The editors hope to recruit
as many new members as possible
and get them to stay on.

kick to score 103 minutes into
playing time.
Goalkeeper Davis (15 saves in
all) turned in some great net work
that kept Bates in what can be
termed as their best played game
thus far. Davis was also the high¬
light of the Bobcats road trip last

weekend where the team played
Middlebury and Norwich.
Bates played extremely well
against a Middlebury team that
won the ECAC Division III cham¬
pionship last year. Will Ross
scored from Erik Given ’88 with
8:03 to go in the second overtime
to give the Bobcats a 2-2 tie, after
Middlebury had led 1-0 and 2-1.
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RA examines
Short Term changes
continued from page 1

year’s proposal on El Salvador.
Last but Certainly not least was
“fiving and diming” the students
in such areas as parking and lost
IDs. Parking certainly looks to be
another hot issue this year.

of the CA that handled that be¬
fore. The lack of information
provided to upperclassmen about
PE requirements was also dis¬
cussed as was the politicizing of
the RA with reference to last

Specializing in prime rib, veal, steak, and seafood
Lobster always available
Extensive wine list

Cancer questions

spent on hypothetical or specula¬
tive carcinogens instead of . the
more known causes. He feels that
a balance is needed between the
two areas of research and in doing
so new and more useful evidence
could help us understand more
about our health.

continued from page 1

effect it would have on humans
due to biological differences..
Although much research is
being conducted, Dr. Remmers
feels the emphasis is in the wrong
area. He feels that too much is
@ue 3am as*<'
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WHAT IF YOU DON'T GET
INTO THE GRAD SCHOOL
OF YOUR CHOICE?
Sure, there are other schools. But why
settle? Kaplan helps students raise their
scores and their chances of being admit¬
ted into their first-choice schools. Fact is.
no one has helped students score higher’

"1 IKAPLAN

VESIPUCCFS PIZZA

|

Best New York-Style Pizza

®

North of Boston

jg|

i
6:30 p.m. to 10 p.m. £

Fri. & Sat.

6:30 p.m. to 11 p.m. 3

Sunday

2 p.m. to 9 p.m.

Located within a short walking distance
from Bates College
at the bottom of Mountain Avenue

STANLEY H. KAPIAN EDUCATIONAL (ENTEB Ul>.
Portland LSAT class
starts 10/11

THE RESUME PROFESSIONALS
506 Main Street

Delivery Hours for Bates Campus: U
Mon.-Thurs.

• Quality Typing and Word Processing Services
• Resume and Cover Letter Preparation
• Thesis by Reservation

GMAT class

Lewiston, ME 04240

starts 11/15

782-1401
Call collect

(617) 964-TEST

ELIZABETH ANN
GENERAL STORE & LAUNDROMAT

786-4535

56 SABATTUS ST.

|

(Diagonally Across from
the Blue Goose)
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(friends!

eat-in

take-out

k

<^0pen 24 Hours A Day)
• Self Serve Gas & Diesel Fuel
• Cold Beer • Wine • Soda
• Ice • Groceries • Sandwiches
• Magazines • And Much More

c

LAUNDROMAT mattmEquipment )
"WE NEVER CLOSF

CORNER EAST AVE. 1 SABATTUS ST.. LEWISTON

‘‘Fast Food Like No Other"

Semester at Sea

HOME OF THE BEST SANDWICHES
AROUND...AND MORE
FRESH DOUGH
PIZZA...
Try our unique whole
wheat crust and our
new 16”

with our own
cheese sauce

JUMBO SIZE

BEER & WINE
ON TAP...
Must be 21
or older

707
Upper Main St,
Lewiston
"Just before the Raceway"

SIRLOIN
STEAK
SANDWICH..

783-7601
made fresh in
our Kitchen

Applications are now being accepted
for the University of Pittsburgh sponsored Semester at Sea.
Each fall or spring 100-day odyssey
aboard the American-built S.S. Universe
literally offers you the world.
You can earn 12-15 transferable units
from your choice of more than 50 lower and
upper division courses, while calling upon
places as culturally diverse as Japan, Hong Kong,
India,Turkey, the Soviet Union, Yugoslavia
and Spain.
It is a learning adventure designed to.
transform students of every color, race and
creed into true citizens and scholars of
the world.

100%

Already famous

Soups &
Chili...

TheWiiId Is Still
The Greatest Classroom
OfAIL

FRESH
STEAMED
VEGGIES...

DINNER
TO GO...
OR NOT
4 PM TO CLOSING

MON-THURS 6:30 am to 8 pm, FRI & SAT. 6 am to 11 pm SUN 8 am to 9 pm

BACK TO SCHOOL SPECIAL

Woodsy Owl says
No Noise Pollution Here

Don't be
dead certain
you're too young
to have a
heart attack.

For full information, including a catalog and application, call
1-800-854-0195 /1-412-648-7490 In PA. Or write Semester at Sea,
Institute for Shipboard Education,
University of Pittsburgh,
*
2E Forbes Quadrangle,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
15260.

g

Then prepare for the
learning adventure of
your life.

100 COPIES - S2.95
8'/i x 11 white 20# bond
One original - one visit
Expires 12/31/87
Only one coupon per visit

■ ■_g _
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WE'RE FIGHTING FOR
YOUR LIFE

“Semester at Sea” presents a special film Tuesday, Sept. 29 at 7:00 p.m. in Chase Hall.

95 Main St.
Auburn
782-8911

American Heart
Association

Information tables will also be in Chase Hall from 10-2.
All students are cordially invited. Financ.al assistance is available to qualified students.

#

Quit smoking,
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Does Bates suffer from a lack of minority profs?
by Lisa Reisz
Staff Reporter

Natalie Sheehan
Photographer

Stacey Cramp ’91 “Yes, because I haven’t seen any and I don’t have
any, but I don’t know how important it is to have them if the
professors they [the Bates faculty] have are good.”

Rob Robinson ’91 “Yes, but I
don’t think they should hire pro¬
fessors just to fill minority re¬
quirements.”

Your
Opinions

Karen Stultz ’89 “No, I don’t
think they do, but we do have
some professors who are just here
for a year who are of different

_____

Coro Matthews 2008 (age 1 1/2)
No comment,

>>

William Bligh-Glover ’90 “Yes, it [the faculty] suffers from a lack of
minority faculty and Bates suffers.”

Patrick McCullom’90 “I think so.
Just in sheer numbers there are so
few minority faculty.”

Orla O’Callaghan ’89 “Yeah, it does. They [minority faculty] have
a different attitude and background which is lacking [at
Bates].”

Decorating your room?
Our tapestries will make tj^ difference...

"That Small Market, With
Everything You Need!"

UALITY
ARKET

'.September Special
10% off to Bates Students with T.D.

675 Main St. Marketplace Mall Lewiston!

For ALL Your Party
Beverage Needs....Anytime!!
-Wine, Domestic and Imported Beer

of Lewiston

-Kegs and Taps
-Deli Sandwiches
*And New—Video Rentals Available
STORE HOURS: 6 AM to 1 AM
7 Days-A-Week

Dennis Browne Associate Professor of Russian “Yes, it does suffer
from a lack of minority faculty. We are aware of that and we are,
and have been, I think, trying to improve that situation.”

783-8425

.rV§ ■I

NEW ITEMS
ARRIVING DAILY!
NEWIT

We’ve just returned from the fabulous New York Gift Show. New merchandise is arriving
daily including Steiff Bears, stuffed animals, collectible dolls, silk flowers, baskets and
many more items. Come in today and see why everyone is talking about “Marlene’s!”

ACROSS FROM KORN HAUS KELLER RESTAURANT

Westminster Mall (Outer Lisbon St.) 783-2031_

